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ABSTRACT 
Structural engineering is a fast paced and ever changing industry. It was only 20 years ago when 
computational analysis was used solely for university research purposes. Computational 
analysis has now become an everyday task in the office, a key building block in any successful 
practice. We can now see how this fast changing workspace environment and discipline has 
direct effects on other issues, such as consistency, quality and verification/validation. 
This project aimed to review everyday business within the Beca organisation, identify 
disruptors, and then develop practical solutions to address the specific problems. We strove to 
increase simplicity to the workplace, while also allowing for an increase in accessibility to design 
tools. In doing so, this improved consistency of output throughout the organisation, as well as 
increasing labour efficiency. The solution to these disruptors, and the focus of this project, 
accumulated in the designing of both the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. The Design 
Manual will be used primarily for design verification/validation and conservative design, while 
the Structural Dashboard will contain and provide ease of accessibility to consistent design 
tools. Additional to the project, two weeks of structural inspections were conducted following 
the Kaikoura earthquake. At this stage of the project there are promising signs indicating that it 
will succeed in contributing to effective business improvement. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PROJECT OVERVIEW /PURPOSE - THE WHY? 
The purpose of this project was to propose business improvement activities for the Structural Technical Development 
Group at Beca. The business improvement tasks aimed to increase productivity, efficiency, and consistency 
throughout the Structural Division at Beca. The project consisted of three main tasks: the Design Manual, the 
Structural Dashboard, and Structural Inspections. The structural inspections were opportunistic in nature - the direct 
result of the earthquakes - and represented an excellent learning experience. Refer to Appendix R for more 
information. 

HOW TO USE/ READ THIS REPORT 
This report has been produced as part of the project requirements, however it can also be used as a summary of the 
projects for future development. It also provides recommendations for current and future use. 
The different colours represent the following stages throughout the project: ·-----Scope Develo ment & Desi n Testing & Transition Future Development 

3.1 (SD) PROBLEM 
s a result of innovations such as computers, it is Beca is a fast growing company with increasing workplace 

becoming more difficult to verify and validate design collaboration between offices. As a result of the size of 
work. Computational design has many hidden functions, Beca, the consistency of delivery is decreasing, resulting in 
some of which cannot be checked other than going back a reduction to the quality of service. The greatest 
to hand calculations. This process is slow and tedious. contributor to this is the inconsistent use of design tools. 
The current techniques used for verification/validation The current process of design is using the existing design 
aJe very time consuming: I tools tends to be time consuming. I 
t 2.2 (DM) SOLUTION (DM & SD) CONSTRAINTS AND 3.2 (SD) SOLUTION t 
To develop a Design Manual in booklet I BARRIERS To develop a system/user interface 
form that can be used to verify design - Limited experience in the field of (Structural Dashboard), which can 
work, using 'rule of thumb' and ' software and literature development be accessed from anywhere in the 
'conservative design'. After design ' - Limited amount of time world to access uniform, consistent, 
work has been completed using 

1

. Limited practical experience in verified, and standardised design 
computational programs, the design structural design tools. This will increase efficiency, 
will be checked using the rule of thumb I -Earthquakes causing delays to I consistency, and quality of work. 
formulas and values in the Design project (External factor) Appendix L 
Manual. __,. ~ 

(DM) CURRENT PROGRESS 
Phase one has been completed and now released to the 
Wellington Structural Division. Phase one includes an 
introduction, the design process, building systems, 
general information, analysis, loadings, concrete and 
timber design. Phase two is yet to be started. A endix C 

2.3 (DM) INVESTIGATION &ANALYSIS 
Investigation & analysis for the Design Manual included a 
SWOT Spectrum analysis, risks, identifying the 
requirements (the main requirement is that the "Design 
Manual will contain 80% of the design content used 80% 
of the time"), research into other design manuals, 
possibility for commercialisation, value added to Beca, 
and any 2ossible emergent 2ro2erties to look out for. 

(SD) CURRENT PROGRESS 
Phase one has been released to the firm. This includes 
tools for structural design and structural analys is. Initial 
user feedback has been received, the initial measure of 
success is yet to be completed and phase two is yet to be 
started. 
A e dix C 

3.3 (SD) INVESTIGATION &ANALYSIS 
Inves igation & analysis of the Structural Dashboard 
involved a SWOT Spectrum analysis, risks, identifying the 
requirements for the design tools as well as the user 
interface, value added, the development of the Structural 
Dashboard, and initial user feedback. The requirements 
for the Structural Dashboard are mainly based around 
consistency, guality, functionality, and aesthetics. 
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(DM) VALUE ADDED (DM & SD) RISKS (SD) VALUE ADDED 
Improve the design verification Only one major risk was encountered during Time savings with design 
process by decreasing the time the project, this being that the project would verification and peer review, 
taken to verify, and increasing take longer than expected. This was the direct and an increase in customer 
consistency. This will allow Beca to result of the Kaikoura EQ. The risk had satisfaction offering a 
price more effectively, providing a minimal impact on the project because of competitive advantage. 
competiqve advantage. ~ xtra contingency and working overtime. --+ I + 2.4 (OM) COSTS 3.4 (SD) COSTS i' 
-Approximate costs to develop the Design Manual are -Approximate costs to develop the Structural Dashboard 
$28,265 + $360 a month to cover ongoing costs. This are $36,100+ $780 a month to cover ongoing costs 
includes all costs relating to maintenance, amendments, for maintenance, IT, updates, technical support and 
ongoing development, and monitoring. monitoring. 
-The majority of benefits for the Design Manual are -Most of the benefits for the Structural Dashboard are 
qualitative; therefore, an accurate comparison to costs and qualitative; therefore, an accurate comparison to costs 
benefits is not feasible. and benefits is not feasible. 
-Qualitative benefits include an increase in consistency -Qualitative benefits include increased consistency and 
and standardisation throughout Beca, an increase in quality, competitive advantage, increase in utility, and an 
quality of deliverables, simplification of design, peace of enhanced reputation for Beca. 
mind, maintained reputation, and a competitive advantage. -Quantitate savings include cost savings on average per 
-Quantitate savings include cost savings of approximately design as a result oflabour time reduction of 
po per verification on average, as a result oflabour approximately $96 per design for which a design tool if 
f duction. required. i' 

2.5 (DM) & 3.5 (SD) VERIFICATION 
The verification process for the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard were similar. The process involved a senior 
structural engineer verifying/reviewing the work and then the document or tool ID was given a verification status 
that ranges from Unverified (w1rst) to Beca Preferred Practice (best). I 

+ 2.6 (OM) & 3.6 (SD) IMPLEMENTATION i' 
Implementation was a key part of the success of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. Moore's theory of 
Crossing the Chasm was adopted in the implementation. The theory was to engage over 20% (this is the cross of the 
chasm) of the Wellington Structural Division, and by firstly releasing both the Design Manual and Structural 
Dashboard in the Wellington office. Once there was a full take-up in Wellington it would be released in the Auckland 
office with the other offices to follow. I 

2.7 (DM) RECOMMENDATIONS i' 
Recommendations to be completed by Levi Grady and 
Hamish Brookie, and checked by the Beca Structural 
Technical Development Group. 
Continuous monitoring (Now/ongoing) - For 
continuous improvement (weekly). 
Develop current content (Now /ongoing) - To keep 
content up to NZ standards/eliminate errors (weekly) 
Develop further content (Now) - To complete Design 
Manual and develop it into a comprehensive guide. 
Establish feedback portal (Now) - To keep up consistent 
communication and gain feedback to facilitate ongoing 
improvements. 
Develop training scheme (Later): To get staff on board 
early, ensuring that relevant practices are ingrained in 
company culture. 
Measure success (soon) - To know what went well & 
what didn't for learning, changes that can be made for 
improvement. 
Explore possibilities to distribute to students (Later) -
For marketing Beca as a good company to work for. 
Design a competition aimed at identifying mistakes 
(Now) - This will encourage use of the Design Manual as 
well as help to improve the manual. 

I t 3.7 (SD) RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 Recommendations to be completed by Levi Grady and 
I Geoff Bird, and checked by the Beca Structural Technical 

Development Group. 
Continuous monitoring (Now /ongoing) - For 
continuous feedback/ improvement (weekly). 
Develop current content (Now /ongoing) - To keep 
content up to NZ standards/eliminate errors (weekly). 
Measure success (soon) - To ascertain what went well 
& what didn't for learning, and any changes that can be 
made for improvement. 
Finish Development of content (Now) - To complete 
other phases of the Dashboard. 
Look at other applications (Later) - Possibly 
implement in mechanical and electrical division. 
Design a Competition aimed at identifying mistakes 

I (Now) - This will encourage use of the Structural 
Dashboard as well as improve the design tools. 

I 
I 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS 
STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS (REFER TO APPENDIX R) 

OVERVIEW 
The Structural Inspections were a result of the Kaikoura earthquake on 14 November. The earthquake impacted the 
buildings in Wellington causing the Wellington Beca Structural Division to be deployed for level two building 
assessments. The project was put on hold for two weeks as a result. 

LESSONS LEARNED 
- How to perform a Level 1 & 2 Rapid assessment. 
- How safety is different for everyone as it is relative to the person. 
- How to deal with media and clients. 
- Which structural systems perform well and which do not in an earthquake. 
- How theoretical learning from university apply to a real life, practical situation. 
- How hollow-core units, precast panels, and Double T flooring performs in an earthquake under the old standards, 
and how to fix the problem. 
- How poor structural detailing can lead to certain performance. 

EMERGENT IMPACTS OF EARTHQUAKE 
-Earthquake could possibly have led to increased demand for flats, and therefore increased rent 
-The positive emergent impact was that the size was big enough to identify earthquake prone buildings without the 
occurrence of any fatalities. 
-Resulted in more work for the construction and engineering sector. 
-Overall it has resulted in a more prepared and resilient city. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
-Look at feasibility of developing an app to increase efficiency, documentation, and communication. 
-Developing a more comprehensive communication system for clarity and safety reasons. 
-Investigate devices that can be used for live monitoring of buildings. 
-Provide engineers with an EQ 'to do' list, and a cheat sheet on what to look out for during earthquake inspections. 
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1 INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW 

1.1 Background of Beca 
Beca Group Limited is a multi-disciplinary professional services company/ consultancy that 
specialises in engineering. Beca is a fast growing business with over 3000 staff and over 19 
offices in the Asia Pacific. Beca is an employee owned company, which was originally founded 98 
years ago (Beca, 2016). 
Beca value the quality of their work and a major factor to quality is consistency. The Technical 
Development Group (TDG) at Beca established that the consistency of their work was the largest 
disruptor to date. 

1.2 Purpose of Project at Beca 
The overall purpose of my project is to perform business improvement tasks at Beca, which will 
increase productivity, efficiency, and consistency, and this will facilitate overall business growth 
(Rouse, 2015). 

More specifically the project is aimed at working with the Beca TDG in order to target and 
mitigate the critical Project ISAAC Disruptors, which were originally defined by the TDG. The 
disruptors were identified in three main areas (Beca TDG, ISAAC, 2014): 

1. Technologies and Computing 
2. Business Environment 
3. Products and Materials 

The extensive detailed list of Project ISAAC Disruptors that were identified can be seen in 
Appendix A. 

1.3 Project Overview /Scope 
During the project at Beca I was based within the Structural Division. My focus was to work with 
the Structural TDG to target Structural Division disruptors. To see the hierarchal structure at 
Beca and where the TDG fits into it, refer to Appendix 8. 

My initial task at Beca was to define the scope of project and activities to be carried out during 
my time at Beca (25/09/16 - 03/02/17), as seen in Table 3. 

Define and prioritise 
disruptors within the 
Beca Structural Division 
Identify solutions for 
prioritised disruptors 

The TDG identified the disruptors throughout the Beca Structural Division. 
The main disruptors identified were the consistency of design and delivery, and 
desi n verification. 
The Structural Dashboard was identified as a solution to combat inconsistency 
of design. The solution identified for design verification/validation was 
identified to be the Desi n Manual. 

The projects that were carried out at Beca can be separated into three main areas: 
1. Design Manual 
2. Structural Dashboard 
3. Structural Inspections (Appendix R) 

A high level structure of the various projects is depicted in Figure 1. For a more detailed 

structure of the project refer to Appendix C. 
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1 . Define and identify 
disruptor 

Prioritise disruptor 

I I 
Problem Problem Problem 
Design verification Consistency Kaikoura earthquake 

I I 

Solution Solution Solution 
2. Design Manual 3. Structural Dashboard 4. Structural Inspections 

Figure 1: Overall work breakdown structure of areas of Beca project 

1.4 Barriers, Challenges, and Practical Constraints 
There were multiple challenges faced throughout the project. The first challenge encountered 
was my lack of experience in the field of work that I was in. My previous structural engineering 
experience was minimal, as well as my ability to program in HTML and SharePoint. 

A constraint to the project was the limited time that was allocated to complete the project. 
Another key challenge that also created significant time constraints to the project was the 
Kaikoura earthquake. 

A challenge faced was gaining the trust of my colleagues. It was important that they were 
convinced that I was capable of completing the objective to the specified requirements. 

1.5 Budget 
The Beca Structural TOG is allocated over $100,000 per year for business improvement tasks 
and innovation. This project has fallen within this budget. Both the Design Manual and 
Structural Dashboard fell well under budget, however the budget was not a concern to Beca. 
This was a result of Beca understanding the importance of the programs development to its 
future and so pushing for the completion of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. The 
reason for this being that the negative qualitative impacts that the disruptor could have on Beca 
could result in a large consequence to Beca. 

1.6 Project Management 
The focus for the project was to meet the sponsor's targets and requirements on time and below 
budget. A work breakdown structure and Gantt chart was used in the planning and management 
of the project to keep track of the progress. To review some of the project management methods 
adopted in this project refer to Appendix C. 

A large part of the project management was maintaining communication with the group 
involved in both the Design Manual and the Structural Dashboard. Keeping a good line of 
communication led to the project running smoothly allowing for decisions to be made more 
easily, ensuring time wasn't wasted in the wrong areas, and that everyone was on the same page. 

Weekly group-wide meetings were scheduled, and in addition to that phone conservations were 
made regularly, as well as emails on progress. Communication was also a critical aspect of the 
Structural Inspections but for a diffe rent reason, this being safety. 
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To manage the risk of the high complexity and novelty, such as the development of the user 
interface and design tools, they were treated with caution by adding time and cost contingencies 
(Beukman, Project Management Notes- MEM, 2016). 

Typically the constraints to a project are costs, work scope, and time. Fortunately, the project 
had a high budget, therefore quality did not have to be compromised as a product of time. 

1.7 Report Structure 
This report structure was set up so that the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard are 
contained under separate sections. Material that was used that is relevant for both the Design 
Manual and the Structural Dashboard have been transferred to the appendices to avoid cross 
over. 

The Appendices are attached as a separate document and are split into four main sections: 
1. General 
2. Design Manual 
3. Structural Dashboard 
4. Structural Inspections. 

For clarity, the Design Manual section and Structural Dashboard section in the report contains 
the following colour codes to represent the different phases of the projects: 

Scope Testing & Transition Future Development 
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2 DESIGN MANUAL 

2.1 Problem Summary 
Scope I Develo2ment & Design Testing & Transition Future Development 

2.1.1 Identifying the Problem 
The structural engineering industry is developing and changing rapidly. There is a large amount 
of innovative tools emerging with hidden functions that can be used for design, resulting in an 
increase in efficiency and productivity. (Beca TOG, Beca Disruptors, 2016) 

However, as a result of the innovations people are getting more detached from what they are 
doing, and therefore essentially becoming human calculators. This is resulted in it becoming 
rather complex to identify mistakes and problems within the designs being created, as well as 
understanding what a realistic value should be (Beca TOG, Beca Disruptors, 2016) - The new 
generation simply aren't taught to get a "feel" for a design. A large amount of work is now being 
completed on computers, all of which have hidden functions increasing the difficulty of 
verification. As a result of the difficult nature of these hidden functions, the only other way to 
perform verification is through conventional hand-calculation methods, which are tedious and 
slow. 

2.1.2 The Source of the Problem 
The individual user performs a wide range of tasks throughout the year, which typically involves 
a range of different work. As a result of the verification only being such a small fragment of the 
design process it is very easy to forget specific procedures and processes. 

Another reason that this process can be slow and hard for engineers to identify a realistic value 
can be as a result of the lack of the engineer's experience (e.g. graduates and interns). The lack of 
experience is sub sequential of engineers not being required to carry out a large amount of 
practical experience before they practice as a design engineer. The experience allows them to 
retain the processes in their memory as well as apply the theory to practical situations, which 
gives them a feel for a realistic value. A lack of experience can also lead to mistakes and 
problems being built into the designs. A large proportion of a graduates work is design 
verification. This is also contributes to the process being slow, however Beca has processes 
currently in place for supervision and mentoring, although this is still not sufficient. 

2.2 Overview of the Design Manual/ Solution to the Problem 
The Design Manual was developed primarily as a verification and peer revision tool. However it 
also can be used for preliminary estimates or very fast conservative designs in cases. The Design 
Manual will increase the consistency and quality of the work carried out by the structural 
engineers at Beca. The Design Manual is mitigating the problem, as eliminating and avoiding the 
problem is not an option as a result of the complexity and cost. 

The Design Manual is essentially a booklet/manual that has "80% of things that you need to 
know 80% of the time". The manual will provide the critical conservative calculations, as well as 
rule of thumb formulas and values you should expect for design cases . The design manual also 
provides general formulas that are used on a regular basis. An example of the Design Manual is 
provided in Appendix H. 
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The Design Manual includes the following sections and is broken down into two phases: 
• Front Matter 

• Design Processes 

• Building Systems ,-, 
• General Information Cl) 

t/l 

• Analysis ell 
..c: 

• Loadings ~ 

• Concrete 

• Timber 

• Steel 

• Reinforced Concrete Masonry 
N 

• Foundations and Geotech Cl) 
t/l 

• Construction ell 
..c: 

Misc. Product Data 
~ • 

This project only included phase one of the Design Manual as this was determined to be the 
content of highest priority at this point in time. 

2.2.1 How the solution/Design Manual fits in with Project ISAAC 
Table 4 demonstrates how the Design Manual relates to Project ISAAC by identifying what 
disruptors were targeted and then mitigated. 

T bl 4 D' "t' t db th d - t fth D . M -
Project ISAAC Description 
Disruptor Mitigated 
Design verification The primary focus of the Design Manual is to simplify the design verification process. This 

will lead to an increase in consistency and thus quality. 
Automated design Automated design has resulted in the development of the Design Manual. As a result of the 

nature of the Design Manual, the automated designs that are being produced can be easily 
checked and verified. 

Rate of change The Design Manual will allow for faster design verification, increasing outputs, and 
increasinJ? therefore meeting clients' demands more efficiently. 
Hardware to The hardware to software is being facilitated by the Design Manual by way of checking 
software shift designs that is effective and reliable. 
Peer review The Design Manual speeds up the process of peer review as they can be checked initially 

using the Design Manual. 
Managing risk The Design Manual is managing the risk of using automated design and new developments 

as the Design Manual can be used to check and verify designs. 

2.2.2 Work Breakdown Structure of the Design Manual 
Table 5 provides a WBS of the work that was completed on the Design Manual. 

T bl 5 WBS fth D M d t . 
Phase in WBS Title Description of Work Days to 
Project complete 
Scope 2.1 Identify need Need identified by the Beca Structural TOG. 1 

for it 
2.2 Identify user Completed during various meetings and surveys with 3 

requirements experienced structural engineers as well as the TOG. 

Development 2.3 Create WBS of After the WBS was developed the scope of work that 2 
& Design work that is was required was established and a rough timeframe 

required was given. 
2.4 Develop one One section at a time was developed for the Design 45 

section at a Manual until hase one was completed. 
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time 

Testing & 2.5 Verify material Verification was completed by qualified structural 5 
Transition engineers. 

2.6 Trial period The Design Manual was distributed to a small group of 3 
people in order to trial the functionality and gather 
feedback - This will ensure user requirements have 
been met. 

2.7 Distribute Once changes have been made following the trial period 1 
phase one of then the Design Manual was distributed to the 
the Design remaining structural engineers at Beca (phase 1 only) . 
Manual 

Future 2.8 Gather further Further feedback will be required in order to In 
Development feedback continuously develop the Design Manual (phase 1 only) Progress 

2.9 Stage 2 of This essentially involves completing WBS 2.3 to WBS 2.8 
Design Manual for phase 2. 

Only phase one has been completed of the Design Manual, however the largest part of the Design 
Manual was establishing a system and format. As a result of this, phase two of the Design Manual 

is expected to require less work. 

2.3 Investigation and Anal sis for the Desi Manual 
Scope Development & Design Testing & Transition Future Development 

The majority of the investigation and analysis involved in the Design Manual was through 
personal interviews and meetings with the users, and the Structural TOG. Other investigations 
and analysis that were carried out involved researching what other similar tools were out on the 
market or being used by other companies. For a brief literature review refer to Appendix G. 

2.3.1 Documentation Process for the Design Manual 
In order to keep track of the documents and contents that were being produced during the 
design and development, every document had a unique document ID and file path allowing 
every document to be tracked as seen in Appendix I. 

2.3.2 SWOT Spectrum Analysis for the Design Manual 
An initial SWOT Spectrum analysis was carried out to present to the TOG, as seen in Figure 2, to 
assist in the identifying user requirements. This SWOT analysis uses a GIDA framework to 
identify the actions that are required for the success and survival of the Design Manual 
(Rothermel, 2012) (Zemen, 2014). 
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Figure 2: Initial Design Manual SWOT Spectrum analysis 

2.3.3 Risks 
For a thorough breakdown of the project risks please refer to Appendix E. 

2.3.4 Value Added to Beca by the Design Manual 
The value added to Beca by the Design Manual is expected to be significant over time. The 
Design Manual will improve the design verification process by decreasing the time to verify, as 
well as increasing the consistency & quality of the verification. This will prove to be more 
economical for Beca by allowing them to tender more competitively by offering a competitive 
advantage. 

Over time the competitive advantage may be lost, as there is potential for other companies to 
copy the Beca Design Manual, or even make their own. For companies smaller then Beca it may 
be hard to raise the capital. As a small safety net the Beca's logo has been designed into and 
throughout the Design Manual. Therefore a competitive advantage may be created ifit is copied 
it may as it will provide a source of marketing and a way building good reputation, resulting in 
more clients. 

2.3.5 Design Manual User Requirements 
The requirements for the Design Manual were based on the requirements set by the TOG, as well 
as technical directors, and feedback given during interviews in the initial stages. Each 
requirement has been prioritised (Robertson, 2012). 
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A summary of the Design Manual user requirements is listed below: 
Mandatory Requirements 

• The "Design Manual has 80% of the design content that is used 80% of the time" 
• Formatted as a handbook that will be A4 size 
• Simple to use and understand 
• Similar to the Arup design guide but is NZ centric 
• Can be used for rule of thumb or conservative design 
• Includes general formulae, useful conversions, and other useful tools, and then is split up 

into sections for steel design, concrete design, and timber design 
Desired Requirements 
• Has a range of expected values for design 

2.3.6 Research into other Design Manuals 
Prior to the development of Beca's Design Manual, research was carried out on other examples 
of design manuals that could be used as a template. There were no design manuals on the 
market that meet Beca's requirements and that were specific to NZ codes. Research also showed 
that design manuals such as the Arup Structural Scheme Design Guide were very successful for 
Arup (Edmonds, 2016). The Design Guide was not only successful for use within Arup, but was 
highly successful for marketing amongst other firms with almost every structural engineering 
firm in England having a copy. Literature reviews for the Design Manual are located in Appendix 
G. 

2.3.7 Initial Design Manual Solution 
The initial Design Manual was created by printing all relevant information and then collating a 
hard copy of the Design Manual. Once the initial hard copy was made, it was then scrutinised 
during a second stage, where only key information was kept. After this all the missing 
information that was deemed relevant was added and then formed into the original hard copy of 
the Design Manual. The initial Design Manual solution can be seen in Appendix K. 

2.3.8 Commercialisation Research 
Initially it was established that the Design Manual will be used for internal use as a result of 
liability and intellectual property rights of the contents inside. This resulted in the only 
customers of the Design Manual being employees within Beca. 

Initially, market research was carried out to find possible markets for the Design Manual us in 
other companies. This was however stopped early as it was identified by the I.P. team at Beca 
that releasing the Design Manual would have too many I.P. issues, as well as liability issues, and 
therefore it would be better to just use it internally. This could also offer a competitive 
advantage to other companies, as it will enable us to cut costs of design by reducing the time 
needed to verify design. It will also provide a more reliable platform for consistent design 
(Snoep, 2016). 

It was also identified that the Design Manual would be too hard and expensive to protect from 
copyright infringements. Therefore we could embrace it and use it as a marketing ploy, similar 
to what Arup have done with their Design guide in England. The decision not to sell the Design 
Manual means that if other companies' use it, which will be infringing the copyright, Beca will 
have has no liability for the design. Beca will still benefit however through the marketing of their 
brand if it is distributed, as their logo is pasted throughout the Design Manual itself. 

Lessons were also learnt by observing the Arup case study, in which they tried to protect their 
Design Manual with copyright. However it was still copied and distributed to almost every other 
firm in England (Edmonds, 2016). This also helped the TOG conclude that it was not worth 
trying to commercialize or protect. 

2.3. 9 Key Staff Feedback for the Design Manual after Initial Implementation 
A selection of staff from Beca was engaged to give starting feedback on the initial Design Manual 
Solution. A list of the feedback is summarised below: 
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• Saves time and eliminates paper and books 
• Easy to follow and clear 
• Need a feedback portal 
• It would be nice to see the other sections finished 
• It will be a very useful tool 
• It should be given to every student that graduates college 

To find a list of staff that were involved in the development of the Structural Dashboard, as well 
as interviews, refer to Appendix J. 

2.3.10 Emergent Properties from the Design Manual 
• Engineers don't have to remember as much content anymore as it is correlated in the 

Design Manual leading to engineers becoming more reliant on the Design Manual 
resulting in them losing their ability to perform designs in the traditional way. 

• This leads to engineers being less innovative in design as now they just rely on the 
Design Manual, which is primarily conservative design. The traditional way of design 
pushes the limits of material and structures which result in innovative buildings - This is 
only bad for experienced engineers. 

2.4 Design Manual Cost Analysis 

2.4.1 Design Manual Development Costs 
The Design Manual has taken approximately 15 weeks and requires further development of the 
other sections in phase one. For the full cost breakdown refer to Table 6. The majority of 
ongoing costs will be a result of Hamish Brookie's labour in order to complete the other sections 
of the Design Manual. 

T bl 6 C th kd fth D . M -
Name Description and (Assumptions) Cost Total 

Internal Cost 
Fixed Costs - Phase one 
Technical Director Consultation and meetings with Hamish (1 TD for approx. Approx. $5,400 
Labour (Hamish Brookie) 6 hours per week) $60/hr. 
TOG Members Consultation and meetings with TOG (On average 2 TOG $50/hr. $1,500 

members for approx. 1 hour per week) 
Structural Engineers Full time management of the Design Manual as well as $25/hr. $3,750 
(Myself only) development of content (approx. 10 hours per week 

charged) 
Structural Engineers Interviews and help with some development (Approx. 65 $35/hr. $2,275 
(other) hours in total) 
Administration Final development of Structural Dashboard as well a $30/hr. $2,250 

consultation throughout the process (approx. 5 hours per 
week total) 

Graphic Designer This is the time taken to set out the Design Manual and $45/hr. $3,600 
Design the look and cover. Approx. 80 hours total. 

Total costs - Phase one $18,775 
(fixed) 
Future Costs to Complete other Sections (Approx. 12 weeks remaining) - Phase two 
Technical Director Consultation and meetings with Hamish (1 TD for approx. Approx. $4,320 
Labour (Mainly Hamish 6 hours per week) $60/hr. 
Brookie) 
Structural Engineers Part time management of the Design Manual as well as $30/hr. $720 
(Myself only) development of content (approx. 2 hours per week 

ongoing help) 
Graphic Designer Most of the graphic design work has been completed $45/hr . $450 
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therefore the Design Manual only requires a further 10 
hours to complete the Design Manual 

Structural Engineers In order to complete other recommendations (Approx. $40/hr. $4,000 
(other) 100 hours) 
Total future costs - Phase $9,490 
two (fixed) 
On2oin2 Costs 
Technical Director Ongoing development of Manual $60/hr. $240/month 
Labour (Mainly Hamish (1 hours per week) 
Brookie) 
Structural Engineers Ongoing development and management of monitoring $30/hr. $120/month 
[Myself only) and feedback [1 hours per week) 
Total ongoing costs $360 month 
Total $28,265 Fixed Costs (Stage 1 & 2) + $360 per month ongoing costs 

Note that the costs are a rough estimate and are internal rates only, as all the work completed 
was in house. Note that the future and ongoing costs are passed on approximate assumptions. 
Table 7 provides the cost breakdown of the Design Manual into the different project stages. 

Scope 5% 
65% $12,200 

Testin 30% $5,635 
Future Development NA $9,490 

Currently the cost of completing phase one of the Design Manual is $18,775. 

2.4.2 Design Manual Benefit Outcomes 
The benefits of the Design Manual are mainly qualitative and therefore they are hard to compare 
to the costs of developing the Design Manual, which are qualitative (Rhodes, 2014). 

The qualitative benefits of the Design Manual include: 
• Increase in consistency and standardisation of verification throughout Beca 
• Increase in customer satisfaction of deliverables 
• Increase in identification of errors and mistakes in automated design 
• Simplification of Design 
• Results in Peace of Mind 
• Results in a competitive advantage as a result of our ability to produce work faster and 

more cost effectively 
• Maintained reputation, Reputation of a business is key to survival (Bracey, 2017) 

The quantitative benefits include: 
• Cost savings in labour and time to verify work - Time reduced from on approx. 1.5 hours 

on average to 0.75 hours on average resulting in the following cost saving: 
$40 

Cost saving pe1· structural design= (1.Shours - 0.7Shours) x hour (average labour of structural engineer) 

= on average $30 per design 
• The design manual can be used for initial estimates or rule of thumb design, which is 

expected to largely speed up the process . 

2.4.3 Costing Assumptions 
• Future and ongoing costs are based on es timations and comparisons to the current 

content that has been developed. 
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• The time taken to complete a verification on average was approximately 1.5 hours 
before the Design Manual was implemented based on values specified by experienced 
structural engineers. 

• The time taken to complete a verification on average is approximately 0.75 hours after 
the Design Manual was implemented based on values specified by experienced 
structural engineers. 

• The average hourly rate for a Technical Director is $SO/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a TOG member is $60/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Senior Engineer, IT specialist, and Graphics Designer is 

$45/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Structural Engineer is $40/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Graduate Structural Engineer is $30/hour 
• The average wage for an engineer completing design is $40/hour 
• Phase two of the Design Manual will only take another 12 weeks. 

2.5 Verification of the Design Manual 
Scope Develo ment & Design I Testing & Transition Future Development 

Every section of the Design Manual that has been completed has been verified. Each section is 
verified by a senior structural engineer, and it is then documented what changes have been 
made and what status the document has been given. The verification is split up into five different 
statuses as seen in Table 8. 

Table 8: Document Verification Process 
Short Form Detailed Description 
Description 
Beca Preferred Recognised and agreed by Beca Technical Directors as being preferred practice 
Practice over other options. Documented verification, and approved with signature(s). 

Industry Preferred Recognised and agreed by Beca Technical Directors as meeting preferred 
Practice industry practice. 

General Use Suitable for general use within Beca. Has been verified by a senior Beca person 

(Associate or above). 

Guidance Probably OK, though no formal review or verification carried out. Document 
typically of Beca origin. 

Unverified Recognised as offering some value but origin unknown and/ or not verified. Use 

with caution. 

Verification of the Design Manual was critical to the success of the implementation of the tool 
within the Structural Engineering Division (Edwards, Putting Together a Project Implementation 
Plan, 2013). If information in part of the Design Manual were to be incorrect then it would 
tarnish the reputation of the rest of the information within the Design Manual (lnvestopedia, 
2016). The verification process also had a major role in adoption and use of the design tools. The 
verification process allowed staff to trust in the tools they were using. 

2.6 Implementation of the Design Manual 
Implementation is key to the success of the Design Manual. Refer to Appendix D for the method 
that was adopted for the implementation of the Design Manual. 

2.7 Recommendations for the Design Manual 
Scope Development & Design Testing & Transiti on Future Development 

All recommendations for the Design Manual are to be managed and implemented by Levi Grady 
and Hamish Brookie, and then checked by the Structural TOG. The following recommendations 
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have been factored into the ongoing costs for the Design Manual in Section 2.4. The benefits 
provided by these recommendations are also included as part of Section 2.4.2. 

2.7.1 Measure Success of the Design Manual 
Measuring the success of the Design Manual is a key process in learning what went well and 

what didn't (Barr, 2017). From this, lessons can be learnt on what can be done differently to the 

new version to increase its chances of success. As well as this, by measuring success, it can be 

easily noted whether it was worthwhile doing it in the first place. 

Part of measuring the success is setting a benchmark. As a result of the nature of the Design 

Manual it is very hard to establish exact quantitative measures. The success of the Design 

Manual is based on its ability to be used as a verification tool and its consistency of the 

verification. Therefore, the only way to truly measure the success is to gather feedback from the 

users of the Design Manual. 

Structural Design can take several weeks, therefore to measure the success of the manual could 

potentially take months. 

The success of the Design Manual will be measured on 13/03/17 using Table 9. The success will 

be based on user feedback (Pozin, 2012). 

T bl 9 D M l Q f d T t ' -
Question Possible Targets 

Answers 
Question 1 Have you done any structural design work that has required Y,N N/A 

verification or quick conservative design? - Only continue this 

survey if you answered yes on Question 1. 

Question 2 Have you used the Design Manual yet? Y,N 80% of people select 
y 

Question 3 Has the Design Manual been a useful tool? (1 to 5) 1 = not 1-5, N/A 90% of people select 

useful, 5 = very useful 4 ors. 

Question 4 Did the Design Manual speed up the verification process? Y/N 90% of people select 
y 

Question 5 What can be improved to make the next version better or Written, N/A 
make it more useful? N/A 

The TOG have determined that for the Design Manual to be successful the following targets in 

Table 9 must be achieved. 

2.7.2 Development of Current Content in the Design Manual 
The content that is currently in the Design Manual needs to be regularly updated and 
improved/developed in order to identify mistakes, changes in the design and code 
requirements, as well as changes in methodology of design or construction. A concept that can 
be employed is operations thinking, or lean thinking, which involves continuous improvement. 

In order to identify the mistakes that have been missed during the verification process it is 
important to sustain a high level of communication and collaboration with the users of the 
Design Manual. This will need to be set up via a web portal or other relatively simple means. 

There will also need to be amendments made to the Design Manual in conjunction with changes 
or amendments in the NZ Standards (Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, 2017). 

R c d f . t ' ' - - ... -th . ful d t d. f 1 d tth f II 
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• Continuously gather feedback to make amendments to the Design Manual, based on 
suggestions if suitable 

• Continuously monitor current design codes and make sure the Design Manual meets the 
requirements 

• Set up prizes for mistakes being found 

2.7.3 Additional Development to Add Further Content to the Design Manual 
For the Design Manual to be comprehensive it must include other sections such as unreinforced 
masonry design, reinforced masonry design, timber design, and foundation design. Once the 
initial stages are released, the next step will be to develop these stages using a similar process. 
This process is expected to be faster and smoother as each section of the documentation 
process, verification process, and overall process can be replicated from the current project. 

2.7.4 Other General Recommendations for the Design Manual 
• Provide documentation and training programs for staff, but primarily graduates, on the 

use and function of the Design Manual. This will enable the culture within Beca to 
facilitate the use of the Design Manual and eventually become second nature to the staff. 
It is recommended that it is developed by the end of the year, and ready for Beca 
Graduates in 2018. 

• To establish a feedback portal from which comments can be easily given for further 

development of the Design Manual. 

• Look at the possibility of, and requirements that need to be passed, to give a Design 
Manual to every student that graduates college. This will provide a good distribution of 

marketing for Beca. 
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3 STRUCTURALDASHBOARD 

3.1 Problem 
_____ s_c_o_p_e ____ Develo ment & Design Testing & Transition Future Development 

3.1.1 Identifying the Problem 
Beca's Structural division is growing at a rapid rate, to the extent of expanding into other 
countries. As well as this, there is a large amount of workplace collaboration between offices. 

This poses a problem, as often the ability to effectively collaborate in a consistent manner has 
been proven to decrease -Also referred to as Greiner's Growth (Greiner, 1972). Consistency on 
delivery and deliverables across the division has been impacted, and as a result we have seen a 

decrease in the quality of the service provided 

The main problem that has been identified by the Technical Development Group (TOG) is that 
different design tools are being used which compromises consistency and thus quality. 

3.1.2 The Source of the Problem 
The problem arose from the globalisation and scaling of the Beca organisation. This, combined 
with increased workplace collaboration, can to a breakdown in communication between offices. 
This communication breakdown is what leads to people using different design tools and 
different theory to perform structural designs. 

3.2 Overview of the Structural Dashboard/Solution to the Problem 
Although communication is a large factor that contributes to the lack of consistency in design, an 
increase in communication between offices is not a foolproof solution to the problem, as this still 
requires a large amount of enforcement. The solution proposed encourages increases use and is 
more intuitive than previous practices therefore leads to the adoption of the system without 
having to enforce it. 

The Structural Dashboard project was to develop/establish a system that is user friendly, 
appealing, and will enable Beca staff to access design tools anywhere in the world and provide 
everyone with the same consistent outcome. 

The system aims to integrate all the Beca best practice design tools into one place that can be 
easily accessed and used from anywhere in the world. The system has had to be designed to 
integrate into the current staff culture, allowing for ease of implementation (Rick, 2015). 

Currently there is no system being put into place in order to regulate the consistency of the 
design tools and practices. It is expected that the new system being put in place will increase 
consistency, thus increasing quality of work. As well as this, design checks and peer reviews are 
made easier. Therefore efficiency is increased and design time is reduced. The overall design 
process using the design tools before the Structural Dashboard and after can be seen in Figure 3. 
The multiple options to complete a design using the previous process also reduces consistency. 

The design tools are various spreadsheets, programs, and documentation that are used for 
design. Attached to some design tools are Wiki pages, which help to explain how the design tools 
work, as well as providing other relevant links, similar to Wikipedia. Refer to Appendix L for the 
Structural Dashboard overview, exampling the final solution which includes the user interface, a 
behind the scenes where the design tools are added, an example of a basic design tool, and an 
example of the wil<i pages that were developed. 

The final solution uses a SharePoint list in combination with Java script. 
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3 STRUCTURALDASHBOARD 

3.1 Problem 
Scope Develo ment & Design -------=------ Testing & Transition Future Development 

3.1.1 Identifying the Problem 
Beca's Structural division is growing at a rapid rate, to the extent of expanding into other 
countries. As well as this, there is a large amount of workplace collaboration between offices. 
This poses a problem, as often the ability to effectively collaborate in a consistent manner has 
been proven to decrease -Also referred to as Greiner's Growth (Greiner, 1972). Consistency on 
delivery and deliverables across the division has been impacted, and as a result we have seen a 
decrease in the quality of the service provided 

The main problem that has been identified by the Technical Development Group (TOG) is that 
different design tools are being used which compromises consistency and thus quality. 

3.1.2 The Source of the Problem 
The problem arose from the globalisation and scaling of the Beca organisation. This, combined 
with increased workplace collaboration, can to a breakdown in communication between offices. 
This communication breakdown is what leads to people using different design tools and 
different theory to perform structural designs. 

3.2 Overview of the Structural Dashboard/Solution to the Problem 
Although communication is a large factor that contributes to the lack of consistency in design, an 
increase in communication between offices is not a foolproof solution to the problem, as this still 
requires a large amount of enforcement. The solution proposed encourages increases use and is 
more intuitive than previous practices therefore leads to the adoption of the system without 
having to enforce it. 

The Structural Dashboard project was to develop/establish a system that is user friendly, 
appealing, and will enable Beca staff to access design tools anywhere in the world and provide 
everyone with the same consistent outcome. 

The system aims to integrate all the Beca best practice design tools into one place that can be 
easily accessed and used from anywhere in the world. The system has had to be designed to 
integrate into the current staff culture, allowing for ease of implementation (Rick, 2015). 

Currently there is no system being put into place in order to regulate the consistency of the 
design tools and practices. It is expected that the new system being put in place will increase 
consistency, thus increasing quality of work. As well as this, design checks and peer reviews are 
made easier. Therefore efficiency is increased and design time is reduced. The overall design 
process using the design tools before the Structural Dashboard and after can be seen in Figure 3. 
The multiple options to complete a design using the previous process also reduces consistency. 

The design tools are various spreadsheets, programs, and documentation that are used for 
design. Attached to some design tools are Wiki pages, which help to explain how the design tools 
work, as well as providing other relevant links, similar to Wikipedia. Refer to Appendix L for the 
Structural Dashboard overview, exampling the final solution which includes the user interface, a 
behind the scenes where the design tools are added, an example of a basic design tool, and an 
example of the wiki pages that were developed. 

The final solution uses a SharePoint list in combination with Java script. 
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I Client engages Beca to 
perform a structural design I 

l l 
I Job is allocated to a Technical I 
: direct or Job Manager I 

I Structural engineer is 
Peer review (faster as design Peer review engaged to do design work 
tools is standardised and easier to 

(0.5 hours- 1.5 hours) 
use) (0.25-1 hours) 

Design Time: 

Design Time: . 1.5 - 19.5 hours {Rare) Structural engineer searches . 0.75 - 2.5 hou rs (Common) . 2.5 hours - 5.5 hours (Common) ~ internal server for 

Average= 4.0 hours total design time 
IS THE DESIGN TOOL AVAILABLE? correct design tool to use Average = 1.6 hours total design 

Design tool is then located on the YES - IN GOOD CONDITION ON THE I 

Structural design is performed on server or BeSIL (2 minute) SERVER (RARE OCCURANCE) 

design tool (faster as design tools Structural design is 

is standardised and easier to use) performed on design 

7L 
Structural engineer must develop 

(0.5-1.5 hours) tool (1-2 hours} and format existing tool to bring YES-UNVERIFIED & IN BAD 

CONDITION (COMMON) it up to standard (1-2 hours) 

Structural engineer must develop 
NO-(RARE} - and design completely new tool 

(1-2 days) 

Design tool is selected from the 
YES - ON THE SD (ALWAYS) 

Structural Dashboard (1 minute) 

Figure 3: Design process before and after the Structural Dashboard 

3.2.1 How the Solution/ Structural Dashboard fits in with Project ISAAC 

Table 10 demonstrates how the Structural Dashboard fits into project ISAAC, and what 
disruptors are targeted, in addition to the main disruptor that was targeted. 

Table 10: Project ISAAC relationship for Structural Dashboard 

Project ISAAC Disruptor Description 
Mitigated 

I 

Automated Design The Structural Dashboard will be used to encourage automated design checking by 
Checking providing a range of easily accessible tools. 
Rate of Change Increasing Increase in demands by clients will be facilitated, as the Structural Dashboard will 

allow for faster and more efficient design as a result of increased consistency and 
quality. 

Hardware to Software Shift Facilitates this shift by allowing for a platform for all this to happen. 
Peer Review The Structural dashboard will enable the easy use of tools that are verified, decreasing 

the reliance on peer reviewing each separate design tool. 
Managing Risk in a The Structural dashboard decreases the risk of mistakes and calculation errors 
changing World between design tools. 
Modified Approaches to Allows for consistent understanding across the board. 
Delivery 

3.2.2 Work Breakdown Structure of the Structural Dashboard 
Table 11 provides a WBS of the work that was completed on the Structural Dashboard. 
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Table 11: Work Breakdown Structur e for the Structural Dashboard 
Phase in WBS Title Description of Work Working 
Project days to 

complete 

Scope 3.1 Identify need The need for this was identified by the TDG as a way 1 
for it to target the Project ISAAC disruptor of consistency 

in the workplace. 
3.2 Identify user The user requirements were identified through 3 

requirements consultation with the TDG and experienced 
structural engineers. 

Development 3.3 Produce mock This was initially done using a pure Java version, as 8 
&Design up structural suggested by the Beca IT team, however after 

dashboard various trial and mock-ups of other products the 
final version of the Structural Dashboard uses Java 
and SharePoint. 

3.4 Collect and The design tools were collected from various 32 
correlate useful locations across Beca's internal server and personal 
design tools desktops and then correlated into one location. 

3.5 Produce beta The Beta version of the Structural Dashboard was 16 
final version of developed in order to test the speed at which 
Dashboard content loads and operates, as well as the 

functionality of adding in new design tools. 

3.6 Prioritize There were many different states and forms that the 4 
design tools design tools were in. Therefore each design tool was 

thoroughly looked at and then ranked and classed. 
Duplicates were cut in order to see what 
spreadsheets were ready for the final Structural 
Dashboard. 

3.7 Formatting The spreadsheets that were not up to the required 2 
existing standard were then formatted and edited to meet 
spreadsheets the requirements in order to be in the Structural 

Dashboard. 

3.8 Identify Identifying the missing spreadsheets that were a 2 
required requirement to make the Structural Dashboard 
design tools complete were identified. 

3.9 Delegate tasks Once the missing spreadsheets were identified by 12 
of developing the TDG, they were assigned to suitable Structural 
new Engineers to develop. All spreadsheets were made 
spreadsheets to meet the requirements as well as look similar to 

the template attached to Appendix N. 

3.10 Engaging IT The Beca IT team, along with Geoff Bird, were 5 
team to engaged to develop the final version of the 

develop final Structural Dashboard. that would be released to the 

dashboard entire Beca Structural division. 

3.11 Engage graphic A graphic design team was simultaneously engaged 4 
design to work on the aesthetics of the Structural 

Dashboard. 
Testing & 3.12 Verify /validate Suitable structural engineers were engaged to 6 
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Transition tools/spreadsh validate and verify the spreadsheets and design 
eets/content tools before they went into the final Structural 

Dashboard. 

3.13 Testing The selected content was added to the final 3 
Structural Dashboard, and then released to a select 
number of people to use, which could provide 
feedback allowing the final changes to be made. 

3.14 Release to firm Once the Structural Dashboard was finalised and 1 
approved by the TDG, Phase one was released to 
Beca Wellington's Structural Division. 

Future 3.15 Establish A web based feedback portal has been established 2 
Development feedback portal which can be used for comments on how to improve 

the current system and report mistakes found. 

3.16 Ongoing Ongoing improvements and reviews are to be Ongoing 
improvements carried out on a regular basis throughout the year. 

3.17 Complete Stage 
2 

Only phase one has been completed of the Structural Dashboard. Phase two is more related to 
other disciplines and therefore it was decided that that task would be left to another facility. 
Phase one of the Structural Dashboard is a far bigger task than phase two as it involves the 
development and completion of the user interface. Phase two only involves adding the 
remaining content to the Structural Dashboard. 

3.3 Investigation and Anal -----------..---Devel o ment & Desi n Testing & Transition Future Development 

The initial investigation into the Structural Dashboard was mainly focused on the look and 
aesthetics of the Structural Dashboard, focusing on the options that could be used for the users 
interface. The investigation and analysis also includes the documentation procedures to ensure 
tractability, the requirements and value add, initial feedback, and a SWOT analysis. 

3.3.1 Documentation Process of the Structural Dashboard 
In order to keep track of all the design tools for the Structural Dashboard, an excel spreadsheet 
was developed which had all the links to the design tools, as well as the design tool status, and 
other properties that were deemed important. A sample of the spreadsheet can be seen in 
Appendix M. This allowed for the design tools to be easily tracked and then modified as 
required. 
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3.3.2 SWOT Spectrum Analysis for the Structural Dashboard 

Opportunity 
Costs 

'\ 
' 

' ' 

' 

Opportunity 
Opportunity Knocks ,, 

Opportunities to , 
implement for other ,-fncreases 
disciplines Design tools , / consistancy 

easy to find and ,,, 
access 

Increases utility 
Simplifies use of toc~l~ ,-

,' Increases client 
satisfaction 

Design tools still 
susceptible to human error 

' 
Could be use9-~s a 
centralised j!iterface for 
structur<;1l-engineering at Beca 

Increases 
quality of work 

People loose ability 
to develop own ideas 

,Design tools Dashboard cii}n 
/ updated and be implimented 

' modified easily globally 

Working with technical directors 
Weakness +---------------,-ii',-------"---------+ Strength 

,' 

,. 
Falling 
Opportunity 

,' ' , 

P,eople don't 
, , lrust the desig 

,, ' tools 

Success reliant on peoples 
wi~lingness to adopt the tool 

People just go back 
, , lf not to their old ways 

formulated and 
implemented 
correctly, could 
result in a loss 
of revenue 

Threat 

' ' 
Gaining 
competitive 
advantage 

' ' 
' 

' '• 
Missed 
Opportunity 

Figure 4 is a summary of the Swot Spectrum analysis completed for the Structural Dashboard 
along with recommended actions (Rothermel, 2012)(Zemen, 2014). 
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Opportunity 
Costs 

"'' , .... 

' ' ' 

Design tools still 
susceptible to human error 

' ' ' ' 

' ' 
' 

Opportunity 
Opportunity Knocks 

" Opportunities to , 
implement for other ,-rncreases 
disciplines Design tools , / consistancy 

easy to find and ,,' 
access , 

Increases utility / 
Simplifies use of to~l.i> '' 

Could be use9-i s a 
centralised Jnterface for 
structur~l -engineering at Beca 

Increases client 
satisfaction 

Increases 
quality of work 

,Design tools Dashboard can 
/ updated and be implimented 

'' modified easily globally 

Working with technical directors 
Weakness+-------------------+-----~--------- Strength ,' .... 

People loose ability 
to develop own ideas 

, 

.: 
Falling 
Opportunity 

, ' 

P,€ople don't 
, , 'trust the desig 

/ tools 

Success reliant on peoples 
witlingness to adopt the tool 

People just go back 
,, lf not to their old ways 

' formulated and 
implemented 
correctly, could 
result in a loss 
of revenue 

Threat 

' 
' 

' ' ' 

' ' 
' 

Gaining 
competitive 
advantage 

' ' 
' 

Figure 4: Structural Dashboard SWOT Spectrum analysis 

3.3.3 Risks 

' '• 
Missed 
Opportunity 

For a thorough breakdown of the risks of the project risks please refer to Appendix E. 

3.3.4 Value Added to Beca by the Structural Dashboard 
The structural dashboard will add value to Beca through time being saved in design, time being 
saved in verification and peer review, and an increase in customer satisfaction. 

The Structural Dashboard will reduce design time for activities such as column design, and beam 
design, as well as many others. The reduction in time for design is as a result of the design tools 
being set up so they can be used simply by everyone easily and conveniently. Previous to the 
Structural Dashboard, tools would need to be located on Beca's internal server and then used. In 
some cases there were no design tools available and therefore had to be developed by the 
individual which can take up to one full day. Because of this, some of the design tools did not 
meet the current design requirements. By having them on a central Structural Dashboard they 
can be easily managed and then updated as required. 

As a result of the Structural Dashboard having standardised spreadsheets, which are easily 
assessable, there is no requirement to develop new spreadsheets and therefore the verification 
process is eliminated saving time and resources. 
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Peer review is simplified as a result of the standardisation of the design tools, which make them 
easier to understand. 

The design tools have been designed and modified to be simple and easy to understand. This will 
provide a better product for the client, thus increasing customer satisfaction. 

3.3.5 Structural Dashboard Design Tool User Requirements 
Initially interviews and meetings were conducted with a selection of engineers in the Beca 
Wellington and Auckland offices. The requirements for the design tools were set by the 
Technical Development Group and a selection of structural engineers, and were based on their 
personal experiences and suggestions from these interviews and meetings. Each requirement 
has been prioritised to show how critical it is (Robertson, 2012). 

Below is a summary list of the Structural Dashboard Design Tool requirements: 
Priority Requirements 

• All design tools have a separate Input, Output, and Calculation Section 
• All inputs are highlighted green and outputs are highlighted blue 
• Design tools are simple to use 
• All design tools have a completed synopsis page and are Beca Calculation Page format 
• All the content is located on SharePoint 

Desirable Requirements 
• All design tools are formatted to print to A4 size 
• Spreadsheets are aesthetically pleasing 
• The content in the Dashboard is all DS3 or higher status 

Optional Requirements 
• Make the design tools transparent so you can see what's going on with them 
• All design tools match the formatting of the template (Refer to Appendix N) 

A major part in developing the Structural Dashboard went into formatting the design tools to 
meet the requirements. Thils involved clearly highlighting input and output cells in different 
colours, making all the calculations very transparent so the engineer can still see what was going 
on, and rearranging the process at which things are done to be in a chronological order that is 
simple to follow. To assist the process the following checklist was used as seen in Appendix N. 

3.3.6 Structural Dashboard User Interface User Requirements 
The Technical Development Group initially determined the requirements for the Structural 
Dashboard, however, over time they were modified and adjusted to what was thought to 
produce the best product. Each requirement has been prioritised to show how critical it is 
(Robertson, 2012). 

Below is a summary list of the Structural Dashboard user requirements: 
Priority Requirements 

• The Structural Dashboard can be accessed from any computer that has internet 
• The Structural Dashboard is developed for worldwide function 
• It is fast to load content 

Desirable Requirements 
• Similar to the Design Manual, the Structural Dashboard has 80% of the tools that are 

used 80% of the time 
• The Structural Dashboard is accessible from the desktop of your computer with one click 
• No more than 3 clicks to open a design tool 
• It is aesthetically pleasing 
• Content is easily added to the Structural Dashboard 

To see who was involved in the structural dashboard refer to Appendix 0. 
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3.3.7 Development of the Structural Dashboard 
A substantial amount of investigation and research was carried on the software used for the 
Structural Dashboard. The major defying factor that lead to the selection of the software was the 
speed at which it operates and the simplicity for uploading design tools to the user interface. For 
the alternative solution summaries refer to Table 12. 

Table 12: Com arison of the Structural Dashboard user interface o 

Pure SharePoint 

Pure Java 

Combination of Java 
and SharePoint 

Other Software 

-Cheapest Option 
-IT experienced at Share Point 
-Would Require less work from the IT team 
-No incurred costs as Beca already has an 
enter rise licence 
-Very fast 
-Easily customisable 
-IT Team experienced with Java 

-Very fast 
-Easy to fully customise looks -Simple to 
add new or repaired content as it could be 
loaded directly to a SharePoint List 
-Meet all Requirements 
-IT team experienced with Java and 
SharePoint 
-Could possibly more powerful and 
therefore faster 

-Very slow 
-Hard to fully customise 
-Would require regular updates 

-Moderate work for IT team 
-Very hard to modify or add content to the 
user interface 

-Takes a bit more time to develop 
compared to pure Java 

-Out of Beca's IT teams expertise and 
therefore would require time and money 
to learn 
-Beca will have to purchase an enterprise 
licence for it which will incur further costs 

As a result of the Combination of Java and Share Point being the only option that fully met the 
requirements, as well as being cheaper than using other software, it was selected to be the final 
Structural Dashboard User Interface Solution. To view the development of the Structural 
Dashboard using different software refer to Appendix P. 

3.3.8 Initial User Feedback for the Structural Dashboard 
Upon the release of the Structural Dashboard in the Wellington office the following comments 
were made in summary: 
• It largely simplifies the design process 
• The design tools are far more intuitive and clearer than the existing ones 
• A lot of people were impressed with the simplicity of the Structural Dashboard 
• It is far easier now to see what is going on with the spreadsheets 
• There were request to develop a few more design tools 
• There was also a suggestion to have a section in the Structural Dashboard which talks about 

how to develop a design tool to the requirements of the Structural Dashboard 

3.4 Cost Analysis for the Structural Dashboard 

3.4.1 Structurall Dashboard Development Costs 
Phase one of the Structural Dashboard has taken approximately 15 weeks so far and now only 
requires the standard ongoing costs. For the full cost breakdown refer to Table 13. There are 
minimal expenses other than labour as all the programs and tools are already used at Beca. 

Table :13: Cost breakdown of the Structural Dashboard 
Descriptio and (Assumptions) 
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Technical Director Consultation and meetings with technical directors (1 TD for Approx. $900 
Labour approx. 1 hour per week) $60/hr 
TOG Members Consultation and meetings with TOG (On average 2 TOG $50/hr $1,500 

members for approx. 1 hour per week) 
Senior Structural Typically labour for developing spreadsheets and verifying $45/hr $1,800 
Engineers them [Approx. 40 hours total) 
Structural Engineers Full time management of the Structural Dashboard as well as $25/hr $11,250 
(Myself only) development of design tools (approx. 30 hours per week 

charged) 
Structural Engineers Interviews and help with some development (Approx. 115 $35/hr $4,025 
(other) hours in total1 

IT team Final development of Structural Dashboard as well a $45/hr $2,250 
consultation throughout the process (approx. 50 hours total) 

Graphic Designer Aoorox. 30 hours total. $45/hr $1,350 
Programs $0 as there is no additional cost as Beca already have a $0 

SharePoint Enterprise account 
Structural Engineers In order to complete other recommendations (Approx. 100 $40/hr $4,000 
[other) hours) 
Total Fixed Costs $27,075 
Stage 1 
Future Costs to Development of stage 2 expected to take 10 weeks 
Develop Stage 2 
Graphic Designer Approx. 20 hours total. $45/hr $950 
IT team Final development of Structural Dashboard as well a $45/hr $1,575 

consultation throughout the process (approx. 35 hours total) 
TOG Members Consultation and meetings with TOG (On average 2 TOG $50/hr $500 

members for approx. 1 hour per week) 
Structural Engineers Full time management of the Structural Dashboard as well as $30/hr $6,000 
(Myself only) development of design tools (aoorox. 20 hours oer week) 
Senior Engineers Mainly verification (Approx. 5 hours per week) $45/hr $2,250 
Total Fixed Costs $11,275 
Stage 2 II 
Ongoing Costs 
Ongoing Labour Ongoing maintenance and development, and measurement $30/hr $600/month 

of Structural Dashboard throughout the year (approx. 5 from February 
hours oer week) onwards 

Ongoing IT support Technical support for IT problems with the Dashboard $45/hr $180/month 
(Approx. 1 hour per week) from February 

onwards 
Total Ongoing Costs $780/month 
Total $38,350 fixed costs (Stage 1 & 2) + $780 per month ongoing costs inc. GST 

Note that the costs are a rough estimate and are internal rates only as all the work completed 
was in house. The ongoing costs are based on assumptions only. Table 14 provides a cost 
breakdown for the different phases of the Structural Dashboard. 

• I 
. ' I I I I • I • I I • I 

Project Phase Proportion of time Proportion of cost 
I I ' 

, , $1350 
I . I I I . I I I $18,975 

! : ', $6,750 
Future Develo ment N A $11,275 + $780 month on oin 
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In conclusion, up to the current point in time $27,075 has been spent on developing phase one of 
the Structural Dashboard .. 

3.4.2 Structural Dashboard Cost Benefit Outcomes 
Due the nature of the Structural Dashboard the benefits are mainly qualitative therefore they are 
hard to compare to the costs of developing the Design Manual, which are qualitative 
The qualitative benefits of the Structural Dashboard include (Rhodes, 2014): 

• Increase in consistency and standardisation of structural design which simplifies design 
• Increase in customer satisfaction of deliverables - This can result in maintained Beca 

reputation 
• Results in a competitive advantage as a result of our ability to produce work faster and 

more cost effectively 
• Increase in quality of work 
• Increase in utility 

The quantitative benefits include: 
• Cost savings in labour and time to perform structural designs (includes tool design, 

design itself, and design peer reviews) that require the use of design tools -Time 
reduced from approx. 4 hours on average to approx. 1.6 hours on average resulting in 
the following cost saving: 

$40 
Cost saving per structural design = ( 4hours - 1.6hours) x -h-(average labour of structural engineer) 

our 
= on average $96 per design 

3.4.3 Costing Assumptions 
• Future and ongoing costs are based on estimations and comparisons to the current 

content that has been developed 
• The time taken to complete a design using a design tool on average was approximately 4 

hours before the Structural Dashboard is implemented based on values specified by 
experienced structu ral engineers 

• The time taken to complete a design using a design tool on average is approximately 1.6 
hours after the Structural Dashboard was implemented based on values specified by 
experienced structural engineers 

• The average hourly rate for a Technical Director is $SO/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a TOG member is $60/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Senior Engineer, IT specialist, and Graphics Designer is 

$45/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Structural Engineer is $40/hour 
• The average hourly rate for a Graduate Structural Engineer is $30/hour 
• The average wage for an engineer completing design is $40/hour 
• Assuming phase two takes another 10 weeks 

3.5 Emergent Propertiies 
• Results in stafflosing the ability to think for themselves, and not furthering expertise in 

design tool development 
• Decrease the probability of individual innovation in the development of new design tools 

- often by letting everyone design their own design tools before the Structural 
Dashboard, new tools were developed in many different innovative ways 

• Could result in increased wellbeing - a lot of frustration was produced as a result of the 
old design tools as a result of their limited functionality 

3.6 Verification of the Structural Dashboard and its Contents 
Scope Development & Design I Testing & Transition Future Development 
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All content must be verified and approved before it is uploaded onto the Structural Dashboard. 
Then it will undergo further testing and trials with a select number of people before it is 

released to all the structural engineers at Beca. The same verification process is used as the 
Design Manual where a design tool is given a status (e.g. DS3 or DS4) (Beca (a), 2015) . To look 
at the full verification process and documentation refer to Appendix Q. The verification process 

also had a major role in the adoption and use of the design tools. The verification process 
allowed staff to have trust in the tools they were using. 

3.7 Implementation of the Structural Dashboard 
Implementation is key to the success of the Structural Dashboard. Refer to Appendix D for the 
method that was adopted for the implementation of the Structural Dashboard. 

3.8 Recommendations for the Structural Dashboard 
Scope Develor1ment & Design Testing & Transition Future Development 

All recommendations for the Structural Dashboard are to be managed and implemented by Levi 
Grady and Henry Tatham, and then checked by the Structural TOG. The following 
recommendations have been factored into the ongoing costs for the Structural Dashboard in 
Section 3.4. The benefits provided by these recommendations are also included as part of 
Section 3.4.2. 

3.8.1 Measuring the Success of the Structural Dashboard 
Similar to the Design Manual, structural design can take up to several weeks and therefore to 
measure the success of the Structural Dashboard could take several months. 

The initial success of the Structural Dashboard is that all the requirements that were set by the 

TOG have been met. 

The overall success of the Structural Dashboard will be measured by Levi Grady on the 

20/03/16 using Table 15. The success will be based on user and client feedback. 
Table 15 St t ID hb d t· d t t I ' -

Possible 
Answers 

Question 1 Have you done any structural design work that has required the use of Y,N 
design tools? - Only continue this survey if you answered yes on Ql. 

Question 2 Have you used the Structural Dashboard yet? Y,N 

Question 3 Has the Structural Dashboard been a useful tool? (1 to 5) 1 = not useful, 1-5, N/A 
5 = very useful 

Question 4 Did the Structural Dashboard speed up the design process? Y/N 

Question 5 What would you rate your overall experience out of 5. 1 = bad, 5 = 1-5,N/A 
excellent 

Question 5 What can be improved to make the next version better or make it more Written, 

useful? N/A 

The TOG have determined that for the Structural Dashboard to be successful the following 

targets in Table 15 must be achieved. 

3.8.2 Establish a Continuous Monitoring Program 

Targets 

N/A 

80% of people 

select Y 

90% of people 

select 4 or 5. 

90% of people 
select Y 

80% of people 
select 4 or 5. 

N/A 

Similar to measuring success, the design tools need to be monitored to see if there are any 
improvements t~at are required. A concept that can be employed is operations thinking, or lean 
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thinking, which involves continuous improvement. Continuous monitoring is a key part to 
continuous improvement: which will help maintain a competitive advantage. 

3.8.3 Develop Current Content 
Developing the current content refers to keeping all the design tools up to the current NZ 
standards and best practice procedures, using a six-sigma approach, which will allow for 
increased quality and culture within Beca (Gardiner, 2016). This will need to be completed on a 
regular basis and is suggested that it is checked weekly from now. Early warning typically comes 
in with an amendment in the NZ standards, therefore this will be enough time to make an 
amendment to the design tool. Once the old one becomes obsolete it can swiftly be changed with 
the up to date one. 

3.8.4 Develop New Content for Phase Two 
It is important to develop the new content for phase two of the Structural Dashboard as soon as 
possible as this will increase the consistency throughout the Structural Division. 

3.8.5 Other Recommendations 
• Look at other applications for the Structural Dashboard. Possibility to implement in the 

Beca Mechanical and Electrical Division. 
• Develop a competition or prize if you find a mistake in a design tool. This will encourage 

use of the Structural Dashboard as well as improve the design tools. 
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4 REFLECTIONS 

Writing this report is a pleasant reminder of the work that I have achieved at Beca over the past 
16 weeks. I am pleased with the progress and difference that I have made and feel that I have 
added value to the company as well as made a positive difference. I have received feedback from 
technical directors complimenting me on my commitment and enthusiasm, and saying that I 
have truly really made a difference to technical developments with Beca. On the final day of 
writing my report several associates, technical directors, and TOG members approached me 
thanking me for my contributions and asking if I could assist with technical developments on my 
return to Beca. Although these comments are very flattering I am well aware that there are 
several areas that I need to improve which are listed below: 

4.1 Strengths 
• Professionalism - I turned up and was on time every day, dressed well, demonstrated 

respect and manners to my fellow work mates - This is expected at a bare minimum. 
• Learning and problem solving - l was able to pick up on complex/novel systems and 

tools very fast and then apply them to the project. An example of this was learning how 
to modify html, Java, and Sharepoint code to achieve the desired look/outcome. 

• Leadership - I was able to put my hand up and help on with tasks that needed to be 
completed urgently as well as leading a good example for new graduates and interns in 
the office and at work events. An example of this was when there was a shortage of 
structural engineers following the Kaikoura earthquake and I was able to adapt into the 
role of structural inspections. 

• Enthusiasm and Commitment - I tend t:o show a lot of enthusiasm and commitment in 
projects that interest me, and that I am highly involved with. Evidence of this is the 
comments received from the technical directors. 

• Can relate to a wide diverse audience - I am able to hold conversation and engage and 
relate to a diverse group of people ranging from Technical Directors to Interns. 

4.2 Areas that Require ]Improvement 
• Over commitment - Although I demonstrate a lot of commitment I tend to overcommit 

myself, which typically leads to late nights, tight deadlines, and a lack of sleep - which is 
not sustainable for a long period of time. 

• Volunteering for things that I'm not experienced in - Typically I found myself 
volunteering and suggesting myself to do things which I'm not experienced in such as 
coding and graphic design when it is not my forte or area of strength and it may have just 
been faster to get someone else to do it, resulting in a better product. 

• Productivity- Typically I work a lot more efficiently under pressure. When there is no 
pressure to complete a task or if I am ahead of schedule I tend to slow down and become 
less productive. A solution can be to set my own deadlines and drive myself to meet it. 

• Social activity - My social activity with work colleagues during after work functions and 
events was minimall. I always found myself going home early. Increasing sociability tends 
to open doors and present opportunities. However the project may have had a role in my 
lack of sociability during work functions. 

• Law of diminishing returns - I tend to get caught up in the last section of a project. This 
typically takes a lot more effort than other sections. I just need to get it done! 

• Holding on to assignments/projects until the deadline - If I finish projects and 
assignments early I tend to hold onto them until just before the deadline in case I think 
of any changes that are to be made. By submitting them early you gain credit from the 
receiver as well as reapply your focus onto another task 

4.3 What I Would Have Done Differently 
Hindsight is a wonderful thing! 
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If I had of known at the beginning of this process what I know now then the project would have 
been managed in a different way. Firstly, I would have involved interns in the development of 
the spreadsheets for the Structural Dashboard. If I had initially trained a few interns on how to 
make the design tools to meet the requirements, then I would have had more time to complete 
other tasks. 

My analysis method to perform the quantitative benefit of the design tools should have been 
more accurate and robust. The method used involved asking experienced engineers how long on 
average it took to perform a structural design. To make it more robust, in the initial stages I 
should have identified the need for it and then carried out my own personal monitoring of the 
time taken to use or develop specific design tools and then compared after then calculated the 
mode and beta distribution. This would have given a far more accurate result. 

The implementation plan is not a robust as initially thought. Moore's theory of "Crossing the 
Chasm" might apply in the global market, however on such a small scale within the Structural 
Division of Beca this theory may have minimal effect (Geoffrey A. Moore, 1999). For the 
Structural Dashboard this is as a result of the fact that all the old design tools can just be 
removed from the system and then it can become a requirement within Beca to use the 
Structural Dashboard on new designs. There are problems in this plan as this could lead to 
cultural problems as people typically don't react to more regulations very well. 

During the project I had a tendency to volunteer for tasks that were not in my areas of strength 
and experience, because I was too proud to say no. This resulted in the project taking longer 
than it should have. In hindsight I should have given the task to someone more capable and 
worked in my area of strengths in order to progress the project at a faster pace. 

Rather than implement the Design Manual straight away we could have researched and 
addressed the current sources of the problems more. For example for the Design Manual we 
could have implemented regular training for the graduates in the design verification process. As 
well as this we could have targeted ways to stop people forgetting the specific process to verify 
work. The solution could possibly be to have people performing design verification of specific 
designs only, therefore focusing their knowledge - becoming more specialised. 

4.4 Learnings and Personal Value Gained from the MEM Project 

4.4.1 Learnings 
Matters out of your control 

• No matter how much planning you do, there can still be delays and events that occur out 
of your control. So add contingency in just for good measure. It is important to factor in 
novelty, complexity, and knowledge 

• Meetings can be long and unproductive - know your answer before you go into them and 
try to leave when you are no longer needed 

• Never forget to take Mother Nature (e.g. earthquakes) into account for risks 

Matters you can take into your own hands 
• Always show enthusiasm and a strong work ethic at work - it won't go unnoticed 

• Always show initiative and innovation at work - it will take you places 

• Keep things as simple as possible, as complexity can lead to misunderstanding and 
disinterest 

• Repeat someone's name when you are introduced to them which will help retain it 

• Always make sure work is verified by someone competent 

• Dress and act professionally 
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• Always volunteer to do things, however don't over commit yourself 

• Make a point of remembering things about people and then ask them about it 

• Come up with the structure of your report in the very early stages of the project and then 
add to it as you go so there is not a big push towards the end to get it finished 

To see more of the lessons learnt and how the project applies to my MEM courses refer to 
Appendix F. 

4.4.2 Personal Value Gained 
The project has really allowed me to develop a range of skills as shown in a rather subjective 
way in Figure 5. It is evident that especially my analytical skills and my strategic skills need 

some development; however continuing to work for Beca after my project will enable me to 
develop them further. 

Analytical Skills 

Consulting Skills 

Professionalism 

Strategic skms 
Ability theoretical learning.s 

~--------~ practical situations 
legend: 

- Before Project 

- After Project 

Figure 5: Web diagram of skill development 

Appendix F demonstrates how the MEM project objectives and requirements have been met 
with corresponding evidence. 

4.5 Career Impact 
Overall the project has had an extremely positive impact on my career. It has allowed me to 
work with Technical Directors, overseas offices and other staff that I would have never had the 
chance to work with. Through this it has opened doors in terms of projects that I can be involved 
with now. As a result of the project, the work and tasks that I will be performing on my return 
will be more interesting and varied, improving overall enjoyment and diversifying experience. 

4.6 Advice to future MEM's 

4.6.1 Advice on How to Secure a Project: 
• First of all understand what a project actually is before you approach anyone 

• Find what companies in terest you, and what you would like to do you project fo r 
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• Approach the companies and just ask the directors or managers out for a coffee -
generally just show your interest in the company 

• Communicate you interest in doing some work for them 

• Ask about a project and continue to express your interest 

• Maintain communication and don't be afraid to push for it 

4.6.2 Advice on How to go about the Project: 
Advice to future MEMs doing a similar project 

• Identify the problem and then identify the source of the problem 

• Talk a lot about planning before you start - Don't jump into it too quickly 

• Take the time to understand what needs to be done (come up with a WBS) 

• Take the time to develop a system or efficient way of doing things to save time and avoid 

thing being done twice 

• Break your project into specific phases (e.g. scope, design, delivery, implementation, 

monitoring) 

• Use as many other resources as you can to help 
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5 GENERAL PROJECT CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Conclusions Based on the Overall Process 
In the process of the project we perhaps dove into the solution a bit fast. Other areas should 
have been explored that could mitigate the problems. For example Beca could have looked at 
ways to provide more training and help sessions for design verification and the use of excel. 

A big part of the project was to target the project ISAAC disruptors, which are determined to be 
the largest disruptors to Beca. I am led to believe that the focus of Beca should be more directed 
to looking at the wider picture, questioning whether engineers will have jobs in the future, and 
what we can do about it to keep our jobs. This is similar to the problem of automation and 
artificial intelligence, where our jobs and the job market around us, are evolving as a result of 
technological advances, and therefore there is a need to restructure the economy (McKinsey 
Gloabal Institute, 2014). I believe that perhaps we should have taken the approach on increasing 
the reliability of the current design tools and computational analysis packages in order to 
increase consistency of design and to also reduce the need for verification. 

Overall the objective of the project was to target a very high level disruptor. The project 
however involved a more specific problem to the high level problem. In order to target the high 
level problem, other ways to target the high level disruptor should be looked at. 

The goal that has been implemented within the Beca TOG is to identify disruptors and then 
target them; however a way of targeting it through the office could be to adopt lean thinking 
strategies (Gardiner, 2016). Lean thinking aims to provide a new way of thinking by 
reorganising human activities or systems to deliver more benefits to society and value to 
individuals while eliminating waste. Typically this is carried out for a production process, 
however it could be modified and then used for the design process in order to increase 
efficiency. 

My lack of experience in the structural design field may have resulted in the design solutions, 
and tools not being the most efficient. Perhaps an experienced structural engineer would have 
more efficiently and effectively designed this part of the Design Manual and Structural 
Dashboard. 

Verification is an essential part of design, or in fact any product. Verification provides confidence 
to its users, facilitating the take-up of the solution. As well as verification, simplicity, clarity, and 
consistency in a business are critical to ensure its survival and quality of output. 

The project allowed for the application of skills and theories gained throughout the course of the 
year in the MEM classes helping verify and cement them for future application. 

5.2 Conclusions Based on the Outcome 
Beca has a strong commitment to maintain their reputation throughout the industry. This 
involves delivering a high quality of work to its clients while maintaining a great work culture 
amongst its staff. The current systems that are in place for design verification and structural 
design are inefficient, unintuitive, and inconsistent. 

Initial Investigations and feedback suggest that: 
• The Design Manual is an effective tool for design verification which speeds up and 

simplifies the verification process, which results in an increase of efficiency. This has 
been achieved as a result of the adoption of the Des ign Manual as the recognized tool for 
design verification. As well as this the Design Manual allows for consistency of 
verification and deign with in experienced engineers in specific fields. 
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• The Structural Dashboard is an effective solution to simplify the design process and 
increase consistency of design. 

The effectiveness of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard will be a function of the 
employee culture. This emphasizes the need to consult and work with employees to identify a 
solution as well as the user requirements. Fortunately the culture at Beca facilitates innovation 
such as the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. 

The Design Manual and Structural Dashboard are different products, however there are a large 
amount of similarities between them. They are primarily increasing consistency of design in the 
Beca Structural Division. They both complement each other in the design process and improve 
the overall effectiveness of the design process. 

5.3 Conclusions on the benefit provided 
An accurate comparison of cost to benefit of the Structural Dashboard and Design Manual is not 
feasible . This is as a result: of the fact that most of the benefits are qualitative, with the exception 
of savings in labour costs. These costs are quantitative. However the qualitative benefits 
concluded that the Design Manual would save approximately $30 per design verification while 
the Structural Dashboard will save approximately $96 per design when compared to alternative 
forms, however there were limitations to the costing which include a lack of accurate data. 
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GENERAL 

APPENDIX A - PRO)rECT ISAAC DISRUPTORS 

._ ____ s_co_pi..e.;.... ___ ~ D_e_v.._,·e __ l~oR,_m_ ent & Design 

Source: (Beca(b),2015) 

1. Technology and Computing 
2. Business and Environment 
3. Products and Materials 

1.1 TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING 

1.1.1 Automated Design Checking 

Testing & Transition Future Development 

Information rich, intelligent models with parametric capabilities can be checked through the use of automated 
tools for compliance and quality. 

1.1.2 Model Deliverable Verification 
The use of 3D models to generate project documentation and also be a deliverable itself, drives a change in how 
we need to validate our deliverables and review external parties' information. 

1.1.3 Rate of Change Increasing 
There will be an increased rate of change in both what clients demand and how designers can meet these 
demands. 

1.1.4 Value Based Consullting 
The automation of design/documentation processes and the integration of design and production will drive 
fees to be based on value added rather than time spent. 

1.1.5 Model Analysis Integration 
Advancements in technology now facilitate the integration of model authoring and analysis applications to 
expedite design and engineering processes. 

1.1.6 User Centric Design - Client. Visibility and Impact 
Clients will demand the ability to both view the design as it unfolds and directly input into it where they can. 

1.1.7 Hardware to Software Shift 
Software capable of rapid calculation and simulation powered by infinite cloud based computing potentially 
changing the roles and ratios of staff. 

1.1.8 Big Data in the Build Environment 
As the cost of obtaining and analysing mass data falls we need to identify opportunities for leveraging the 
benefits it can offer building designers, owners and operators. 

1.2 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

1.2.1 Increasing Regulatiion 
The performance of some buildings in the recent earthquakes, concerns about leaky homes and the failure of 
Mainzeal have all contributed to governmental concerns about the performance of the building industry. 

1.2.2 Cost Pressure on Building Construction 
Competition within the construction market will drive the use oflower cost design, lower cost construction 
techniques and overseas supply of material. 
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1.2.3 Security 
Cyber and information security will be the most significant security issues faced by large corporations, closely 
followed physical security, health and environmental hazards, concerns about overseas political unrest and 
personnel security. 

1.2.4 Foreign direct Investment 
Cyber and information security will be the most significant security issues faced by large corporations, closely 
followed physical security, health and environmental hazards, concerns about overseas political unrest and 
personnel security. 

1.2.5 Innovative Building Design 
Engaging with the client early in the design process enables the opportunity to add increased value to the 
project by exploring alternative and innovative building designs. 

1.2.6 Existing Buildings 
Sustainability and conservation will attract increased attention as the impacts of climate change become 
clearer including a focus on sustainability and conservation within the built environment. 

1.2.7 Value Based Pricing 
Engineering consulting services have traditionally been based on time related revenue streams limiting total 
potential income. Technology advances will provide other pricing options and opportunities. 

1.2.8 Service Integration and Management 
Service Integration and Management (SIAM) is an approach to managing multiple suppliers of services and 
integrating them to provide a single business-facing organisation .. 

1.2.9 Client- Centric Design 
Technology advances will provide opportunities for multiple users, including clients, to access our building 
models in real time during the design process. 

1.2.10 Peer Review 
The Canterbury Earthquake Royal Commission (CERC) has highlighted the importance of robust and 
appropriate quality assurance of building design and construction in New Zealand. 

1.2.11 Managing Risk in a Changing world 
It is not the biggest or strongest that will necessarily thrive in our fast changing world but the most adaptable. 

1.2.12 Increasing Conflict in Building Market 
Litigation and conflict appears to be increasing within the building market as expectations and realities collide 
between owners, constructors and designers. 

1.2.13 Modified Approaches to Delivery 
Advances in technology will change roles within the construction industry and the power relationships 
between different organisations. 

1.2.14 Big Data 
The next 5 years will see increasing numbers of businesses taking advantage of the power of the data they hold. 

1.3 PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS 

1.3.1 Increasing Complexity in Building Design 
Designers are increasing looking create buildings constrained only by imagination not traditions oflinearity 
and form. 

1.3.2 High Performance Materials 
New materials are being developed with improved engineering properties; furthermore, the properties of 
existing materials are better unders tood. 
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1.3.3 Design to Fabrication 
With the drive to reduce waste, rework and improve the information delivery process, there is an opportunity 
to take our design models to fabrication. 

1.3.4 Fac;:ade Design 
Fac;:ades project image and creative intent. Architects are increasingly seeking to differentiate their building 
designs through innovative facades . 

1.3.5 Design and Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) 
Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) is an approach to engineering design that focuses on simplifying 
the construction process by transferring labour intensive site based activity into the factory controlled 
manufacturing environment. 

APPENDIX B - HIERARCHAL STRUCTURE OF THE TDG 

Scope Develo ment & Design Testing & Transition 

Overall Beca Hierarchal Structure 

Overall Beca TDG Structure 
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Figure i: Beca Hierarchal Structure, Source: Levi Grady 
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Figure ii: Beca overall Technical Development Group Structure, Source: (Beca (c), 2016) 

APPENDIX C - DETA.ILED WBS OF OVERALL PROJECT 

Scope Develo ment & Design Testing & Transition Future Development 

Overall all work breakdown structure (WBS) of the project 

Task in Progress 

Ongoing Task 

Before the WBS of the project was developed, literature on implementation was reviewed so it could be applied 
to the WBS (Edwards, Putting Together a Project Implementation Plan, 2013) . 

IDENTIF~ PROJECT 
SCQ.~E 

SCO PE 

SCOPE 

DES IGN AND 

11seca 

• I • f • • 

Descrip ion 

Define and prioritize disruptors within 
Beca to focus on 
Identify s:olutions for disruptors and 
prioritize them 

Identify user requirements 

Create WBS of work that is required 

Duration 
(working Planned 
days) 

Start date 

3 days 26/09/2016 

2 days 29/09/2016 

1 day 3/10/2016 

2 days 4/10/2016 

Planned Actual 

Finish Date Finish Date 

28/09/2016 28/09/2016 

30/09/2016 30/09/2016 

3/10/2016 3/10/2016 

5/10/2016 6/10/2016 ·----
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Develop one section at a time for the 30-40 
Approx. 

manual as well as ongoing research days 10/10/2016 latest 16/01/2017 
13 01 17 

TESTlNGAND 
TRANSITION 

Verify material 5 days 16/01/2017 20/01/2017 20/01/2017 

Trial period - Gather feedback 3 days 23/01/2017 25/01/2017 25/01/2017 

Distribute design guide 1 day 26/01/2017 26/01/2017 26/01/2017 

FUTURE Gather further feedback and 
In 

DEVELOPMENT continuously improve Progress/ 27/01/2017 On going 

Identify user requirements 2 days 7/10/2016 

DESIGN & Produce mock up dashboard 4 days 11/10/2016 14/10/2016 18/09/2016 
DEVELOPMENT 

Collect and correlate useful tools and 20- 30 
s readsheets da s 17/10/2016 25/11/2016 28/11/2016 

Produce Beta Final version of 
15 days 29/11/2016 20/12/2016 21/12/2016 

Dashboard 

Prioritize tools and spreadsheets 2 days 28/10/2016 29/11/2016 7/12/2016 

Format existing spreadsheets 2 days 1/12/2016 2/12/2016 2/12/2016 

Identifying missing spreadsheets that 
2 days 1/12/2016 2/12/2016 2/12/2016 

are needed 
Delegate tasks of developing new 10 days 5/12/2016 17/12/2016 9/01/2017 s readsheets 
Engaging IT team to develop final 

5 days 19/12/2016 23/12/2016 23/12/2016 
dashboard 
Simultaneously engage graphic design 
team to help with development of the 5 days 19/12/2016 23/12/2016 22/12/2016 
dashboard 

TESTIGNAND 5 days 9/01/2016 13/01/2017 16/01/2017 TRANSITION 
5 days 16/01/2017 20/01/2017 18/01/2017 

Release to firm 1 day 23/01/2017 23/01/2017 20/01/2017 

Establish feedback portal 1 day 24/01/2017 24/01/2017 24/01/2017 

FUTURE 3.16 Ongoing improvements and reviews On going 25/01/2017 Ongoing 
DEVELOPMENT 

3.17 Complete Stage 2 
Not yet 

26/01/2017 Ongoing 
started 

Overall Project Gantt chart 

Table iii provides the legend that is used in the Gantt chart. 

Table iii: Le end for Gantt chart 

Earthquake Resulting in Structural Inspections 

Christmas Break 

Task Completed 

Task in Progress 

Ongoing Task 
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Overall cumulative self-labour costs and cumulative pay 
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Figure iv: Cumulative hours and pay for the project 
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It can be seen on Figure iv that, as a result of the Kaikoura earthquake, there is a large variation in hours and 
time that occurs around the beginning of week seven. Due to working overtime and after work hours, the actual 
cumulative hours have been restored to expected cumulative hours. Cumulative pay does not reflect the 
overtime hours as they were worked outside of payable hours. Pay from earthquake work was not included in 
the cumulative pay. 

APPENDIX D - IMPLEMENTATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
TAKE UP 

Seo e Develo ment & Desi n Testin & Transition Future Develo ment 

It is important that the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard will be implemented effectively into the Beca 
workforce. If they are not implemented in the correct way this may result in staff dismissing the new practice, 
or returning to their old ways of operating. There are several ways of reducing the risk of this; these include: 

• Involving all parties early in the ideas development so there is a feeling of being 'part of it'. This will 
also be useful in providing critical feedback 

• Not releasing the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard too early, that being before everything is 
completed, as this could result in people becoming frustrated with the new process, as well as not 
having access to all the tools needed, and therefore will stop using it 

• Create a culture that will facilitate and develop the project 
• Add incentives for people to start using the program - e.g. a competition for every mistake found is a 

free beer or coffee. This will help with the aforementioned culture. 
• Maintain healthy lines of communication. 
• Design the system to be user friendly and easy to use. 
• Ensure that all predetermined requirements are met. 
• Integrate with current systems (BeSIL, Beca Wiki, Beca SharePoint), 
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The successful take-up of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard will be a direct result of the culture 
within the Beca organization and a function of how well it is implemented in the initial stages (Rick, 2015) 
(McCracken, 1988). Fortunately the culture at Beca is progressive, and vibrant, where employees are 
encouraged to develop and grow as professionals. This will be key to the take up of the Design Manual and 
Structural Dashboard. 

During this project the knowledge of Moore's "Crossing the Chasm Theory" was used to increase effectiveness 
of implementation. 

Moore raises an argument that there is a chasm between the early adopters of a product and the early majority 
as seen in Figure v. Geoffrey Moore believes the chasm to be at about 20% of the target market. 

In order to reduce the risk ofnot "crossing the chasm," I have engaged and involved more than 20% of the staff 
in the Wellington Structural Division (0.6 x 65 = approx. 13 people). In theory this cross section is a large 
enough sample to "cross the chasm in the Wellington office." When the Design Manual and Structural 
Dashboard are released to the Wellington office it will now be more likely that the whole office will get 
involved. This will result in enough people becoming 'early adopters' for other offices, such as the Auckland 
office. The process will be continued for other offices. 

Crossing the Chasm 

Innovators Early Adopters 

The Big 
Scary 
Chum 
In 
Question 

Geoffrey Hoon: • 1991 

Early HaJority late Majority 

Figure v: Geoffrey A. Moore's, crossing the Chasm, Source: (Chrossing the Mapping Chasm, 2008) 

Summary of things to avoid and irecommendations 

The following strategies in Table iv were also adopted and considered during the implementation and duration 
of the project. 

a e IV: mg to avo1 w en imp ementinl! a stratel!v wit su sequent recommen T bl . Th' "d h . h b d . at10ns. 
Things to avoid Consequence Recommendations 
Poor culture Failure of the employees to buy • Keep up communication 

into the strategy, therefore, it • Get everyone involved, get input from the 
doesn't happen. Without culture, employees 
a strategy is nothing (Geoffrey A. • Make sure everyone knows and understands it 
Moore, 1999') 

Failure to focus Results in inefficient allocation • Use SWOT analysis to identify strengths, 
and distribution of resources. You weakness, opportunities and threats, which will 
are better off to be the best at one help to decide where to focus resources 
thing than average in five 

Rigid strategies Strategy may become obsolete • Be rigid on goals but flexible on how they are 
due to the forever-changing achieved 
environment. Plans change, 

I • "' I I I "' I • I • 

53 
I 
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the company can be left behind 
No clarity- too Hides the truth/masks real • Get other people to read it and see if they 
much jargon and meaning. understand it, if people have to search the 
fluff This makes thie strategy hard to meaning, then it's the wrong word 

interpret and understand • Avoid buzz words such as "out of the box" 
therefore this could result in the • Don't worry what it sounds like from a PR 
strategy being misused or just put perspective just make it the best for the company 
back onto the shelf and not being • Just try and avoid jargon and fluff all together 
touched 

Mistaking goals for It's like saying our strategy is to • Always state the goal after the strategy-
strategy/ win the game, there is no way of Strategies always need to be conditional. Ifwe XX 
misunderstanding knowing how from this then it will result in XX (Linzey, 2012), (Rumelt, 
what a strategy statement. The consequence is 2011). "A strategy is like a lever that magnifies 
actually is. that there is no strategy, just a force to allow for the desired outcome" (Miller, 

goal (Beukman, Strategic 2014) 
Management Handout, 2016), 
(Sutton, 2016), (Lowe G. B., 2016) 

Failure to face the By not directly addressing the • Rather than finding ways that will reduce the 
problem problem you are decreasing the impact of the problem, identify the source of the 

effectiveness of the strategy problem and then base strategy on ways to best 
(Quarterly, 2011) deal with the problem 

Politics and Group Decisions that are made are not • Ways to reduce the impact of politics and 
Think the best interests of the company. groupthink is to get external consultants to help 

Look at the U.S.! (Janis, 1972), with the strategy as well as making sure each 
(SciMathGuy, 2008) option is evaluated individually before a decision 

is made. Other ways to reduce Group Think on a 
board is by having a unanimous vote, which 
reduces the ability of a dominant member to 
influence the decisions of others 

Not understanding Strategy might be beyond the • Spend extra time at the start learning about the 
you own business company's capabilities business and even a SWOT analysis can help with 

this 
Un-measurable Means that the progress and • Set targets to all be quantitative and set a date in 
targets success of the strategy during its which you want to see the result. E.g. 20% 

implementation is almost increase in revenue by 2020 
impossible to monitor/measure. 

unseca 
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• 1.0 WHY? 
Whv do we need a strategy & 
wh;t is the purpose of one? 

4.0 WHEN? 
When do we do what? 
4.1 - Implementation/Action 
4.2 - Monitor/ Measure 
4.3 -Adapt/ Adjust 

Beca MEM Final Project Report Appendices 31 January 2016 

Figure vi : Strategy and analysis for project 

2.0 WHAT? 
What is the #1 priority in the 
strategy? 

2.1- Culture 
2.2 - Focus 
2.3 - Clarity 
2.4 - Flexibility 

3.0 WHERE 
&HOW? 

·where are our capabilities & 
demands in the 
environment? How can we 
assess them (tools)? 
3.1 - Internal Environment 

3.l.l- Capability 
3.1.2- Tools 

3.2 - E""temal Environment 
3.2.l - Demands 
3.2.2- Tools 
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APPENDIX E - PROJECT RISKS 

Scope Deve!lo ment & Desi n Testin & Transition Future Development 
Typically depending on the consequences, some risks are just intolerable. Even if the event has an extremely 
low likelihood there is still opportunity for an intolerable consequence to occur, therefore the risk must be 

recognised, understood and then mitigated against. Fortunately for Beca there were no intolerable risks as a 
result of this project (Beukman, MEM Risk Management, 2016). 

The risk of most concern, which was classed as an extreme level of risk, was completely avoided. Regular 

saving of work, a weekly backup on an external hard drive and daily emails of the work completed during the 
day to myself managed this. 

During the project the only major risk that was encountered was that the project took longer than expected. 

This risk was encountered due to the unforeseeable earthquake. There was, however, minimal impact to the 

project as it was well ahead of schedule. There was a lot of contingency allowed and extra hours were worked 
to compensate the loss of time. 

As a result of the earthquake the exposure to risk increased due to the structural inspections. The risks were 

revolved around health and safety, however extra training was provided to myself in order to reduce this risk. 

A buddy system was adopted as well for external visual inspections before a building was entered. All the 
correct protective clothing was supplied and worn on entry to every building. 

The Design Manual and the Structural Dashboard were also used to reduce the risk of reputational damage. The 
project offered consistency and verification to structural design work carried out by Beca. This reduced the 

likelihood of producing substandard work for a client, and therefore minimising the risk of reputational 
damage. 

The financial risk of completing the project at Beca was determined to be minimal. The reason for this being 

that the project cost for the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard is a minimal proportion to the total 
revenue gathered by Beca. 

Risk Management Process 

This risk management process was used in conjunction with the process above to identify hazards, and then 

come up with an action or solution to prevent or mitigate the risk (Beukman, MEM Risk Management, 2016). 

1. Criteria Selection 

2. Hazard identification 
3. Consequence analysis 

4. Frequency Analysis 
5. Risk evaluation 

6. Risk-criteria comparison 
7. Risk reduction 

Risk Management Flow Diagram of Evaluation Process 

The following risk management flow diagram was used during the project for the evaluation of risks. 
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-· Establish The Context 

~• Identify Risks 

... Analyse Risks 
:; 
"' C Determine Determine 0 
(.) ,._.. Likelihood Consequence t ,, 
C > 
c( 41 a:: 
~ Estimate Level ot Risk "O n C u c( '2 ... ;, s E c E 

Evaluate Risks 
0 

0 
-• - ::: (.) 

y 

Treat Risk 

Figure vii: Risk Management Process (Beukman, MEM Risk Management, 2016) 

Classification of Consequences 

Table v: Types of consequences and descriptions 
• I • • I t • ption 

Insignificant Problems easily handled in normal day to day processes 

Moderate Some disruption to the business possible 

Minor Significant and resources required for damage control 

Major Mission success is questionable. Some reduction in technical performance. 
This would mean that all the work I have done at Beca would be lost and 

therefore I have nothing to show for my time to the client and sponsor possibly 
resulting in the failure of the course. 

Catastrophic Results in mission failure, significant degradation/non achievement of technical 
performance. 

(Edwards, Risk Management, 2015) 

Risk Matrix 

The risk matrix below was used to assign risk categories. This was used to assign risks throughout the project. 

Likelihood 
Almost 
Certain 
Likely 
Moderate 
Unlikely 
Rare 

uneeca 

Table vi: Risk matrix 
Consequences 
Insignificant Minor 

Moderate 
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Overall initial risks that were determined 

Risk Mitigation 

Project takes longer 
than expected 
Risk Mitigation 

Perform sub
standard work 
Risk Mitigation 

Health issues cause 
delay in hours for 
project 
Risk Mitigation 

Don't get along with 
people that I am 

doing the project for 
Risk Mitigation 

Run out of work to 
perform 
Risk Mitigation 

Get assigned other 
mundane tasks by 
other people 
wanting to take 
advantage of a grad 
Risk Mitigation 

Table vii: Risk summary 

Having several failure mechanisms and contingencies can mitigate the risk. An easy fix 

is to save several copies of the documents in different places on the Beca intrane.t. The 

work should be saved on a regular basis as well as on an external hard drive weekly 

and then uploaded to Google Drive, which is a file storage cloud. This would fully 

reduce the likelihood of fully losing my work. As well as this, the IT team at Beca can be 

contacted to assist worth recovery. 

Moderate Likely 

communication between sponsors. Allow for contingency. 

Major Rare 

Minor Unlikely 

Keep healthy and get enough sleep. Always allow for contingency in tasks. 

Moderate Rare Moderate 

Don't take things personally and don't get caught up in politics of other people. MYOB 

and just do the work. Always try my best to keep every involved and happy. 

Moderate Rare Moderate 

Use initiative to find more work. This is however very unlikely at Beca as there is 

several technical development projects that can be done for years to come. 

Minor Almost 

Certain 

Avoid getting into this situation by being busy .. Explain that it won't be helpful in 

contributing towards my master's degree. 

APPENDIX F - MEM PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 

Scope Develo m ent & Desig,_n __ T_e_st_i_n~_&_ T_r_a_n_s i_ti_o_n_ Future Development 

MEM project requirements 

111seca 
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Table viii provides the requirements for a project, sourced from the MEM Project Information Booklet. The 
table provides requirements, which must be fulfilled and met during the course of work/project at Beca, upon 
which evidence needs to be supplied (Engineering Management Programme, 2016). 

Table viii: Checklist for MEM requirements 

Checkbox Project has addressed the following Evidence of requirement being met 
requirements s t by the MEM Course 

Objectives of Project - Enhance skill in the four key areas 
✓ Synthesis: The ability to use and apply A variety of theories, methods and learnings 

the knowledge gained during the MEM from MEM have been applied to the project to 
course in a holistic manner. assist with understanding, clarity and the 

overall development of the Design Manual and 
Structural Dashboard. 

✓ Strategic skills:: The ability to The project is based on business issues raised 
understand organisational by the Technical Development Group at Beca. 
and business issues from a strategic The project then targeted those issues to 
viewpoint. mitigate the problem. 

✓ Analytical skills: To develop the skills Analytical skills were required throughout the 
needed to comprehensively analyse the project in order analyse potential risks and 
environment and operation problems problems that could be encountered during the 
in of an organisation. project, and in the lifetime, of the Design Manual 

and Structural Dashboard. 
✓ Consulting skillls: To develop the skills Consulting was key to the project. It was a 

needed to intervene in an organisation regular occurrence to check that the project met 
in a consultancy or intervention the requirements of the team, as well as 
capacity. technical directors and clients. 

Nature of Project Requirements 
✓ Projects should address the business The project does represent business aspects 

aspects of a technical enterprise, and relating to business improvement. An 
be capable of analysis, interpretation implementation section is provided for the 
and an appropriate recommendation Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. 
section. If possible an implementation 
phase, or at least a guideline for 
implementation, should be included. 

✓ The project should address a practical, The project is practical and applies to 'real life' 
real-life situation. as it has already been implemented into the 

structural team this month. 
✓ The subject matter must be sufficiently Table ix shows how the project relates to the 

detailed to allow techniques taught on MEM courses. A large number of MEM 
the MEM Programme to be used. techniques were used. 

✓ The scope of the project should allow The project has already reached over xx hours 
completion in approximately 700 and is on target for completion by February 
hours of work spread over the year 2017. 
from March 2016 to February 2017. 

✓ The project should have a logical fit The project is primarily based around the 
with the career aspirations of writers structural Engineering team, which I plan to join 

in March 2017. 

It is evident that all the requirements have been met while completing my project at Beca. 

uneeca 59 
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Table ix demonstrates the main learning's from courses in MEM that apply to the project. Note that not all 
papers are included. 

Table ix: Relationship ofMEM courses to pro·ect 

MEM Class Comment • • I 

Project Management Project management was key in order to complete the project in the allocated time slot, 
especially with the interruption caused by the earthquake. A significant phase of project 
management that was practiced on a regular basis was planning. Initially a scope of 
works was created and then formulated into a work break down structure. This was 
closely monitored daily. The execution and then monitoring and controlling of the 
activities also was critical in order to reach the final goal. 

Risk Management As a result of the Kaikoura earthquake, which was not initially accounted for in the 
initial phase resulting in large delays to my project, a lot oflessons were learnt about 
risk management,. Risk management was a large part of the earthquake response during 
building assessments. Part of the risk management included managing risks for you as 
well as all the occupants in a building. Part of the risk management included identifying 
the risk then analysing the risk to find the best solution to mitigate, eliminate or isolate 
the risk. 

Law Law played a part in the earthquake building inspections. In order mitigate Beca's 
liability, no staff were allowed to state that any building was "safe" in the case that a 
building was occupied after Beca deemed it safe and then it collapsed. Engineers were 
advised to communicate that the building has no observed diminished capacity. 

IP • Applied for the content being used in the Design manual 

• Applied for any information obtained about buildings during the earthquake 
inspections 

Strategy During the development of the Dashboard and Design Manual strategic thinking was 
critical. The strategy used to develop the Manual and Dashboard maintained a flexible 
nature and relied on the culture at Beca for success. Implementation and monitoring are 
a huge parlt of the success of the project. 

Innovation The idea of the Structural Dashboard and Design Manual was a result of innovation by 
the TDG. 

Finance Part of the financing that was performed for the project was in order to continue the 
funding for the project. Rough costing was completed to come up with a budget for the 
budgeting and financing team. However due to the nature of the problem it was a very 
high priority to Beca and therefore has a priority for financing. 

Systems Engineering • In the development of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard a systems 
engineering approach has been used to look at the big picture and apply the 
knowledge learnt during the MEM course. 

Marketing • Marketing of the Design Manual was initially a prospect for the Design Manual, 
however due to IP issues it was decided that the Design Manual would not be 
released to the market. 

Quality • Quality was a major part of the project. Part of the reason the Design Manual and 
Structural Dashboard initial development was to increase consistency and 
quality throughout the Beca organisation. 

Operations • Operations and lean thinking was a large part of the development of the 
software and programs used for the structural dashboard. 

ililBeca 60 
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APPENDIX G - LITERATURE REVIEWS 

1.1 General Literature Reviews 

• ~ J .. .. • 

Greg Lowe Beca 
Strategy (Lowe G. 
B., 2016) 

Crossing the Chasm 
(Moore, 2006) 

Business Planning 
Workshop (Beca 
(d), 2016) 

Table x: General literature reviews 

s Application to the Design Manual 
Greg Lowe, the CEO of Beca, provided 
an interactive presentation to Beca 
Wellington on the overall strategy of 
Beca. The strategy that was presented 
to the staff was that of more company 
targets ,or goals. The strategy failed to 
identify the path to the overall goal. A 
reason for this could be that the 
information is sensitive and 
confidential. 
There is a "chasm" between early 
adopters and the early majority users 
in a product's life. To get the early 
majority on board, you need to get the 
early majority on board first. This 
relates to targeting a specific niece first 
and then expanding to others - focus 
first. The book outlines to cross the 
"chasm'' the following steps need to be 
followed: 

1. Target the attack 
2. Assemble and invasion force 
3. Define the battle 
4. Launch the invasion 

A business-planning workshop was 
attended at Beca, which provided 
future strategies and future directions 
of the Bieca organisation and more 
specific the Structural Division. The 
workshop drew on collaboration 
between all of the Structural 
engineering staff at Beca to identify the 
three main targets of 2017. The top 
priorities considered by staff are the 
following in order of highest priority: 

1. :Simplify systems and design 
tools as well as make them easy 
Ito find 

2. Future proof our business 
3. Continue to support and foster 

ilnnovation 

The presentation provided insight into 
the projects initiatives and wether they 
were heading in the right direction. 
This enabled me to compare the goals 
of the Design Manual and the 
disruptors that link to the strategy in 
confidence. 

This theory was applied to the 
implementation of both the Design 
Manual and the Structural Dashboard. 
Over 20% of the staff in the Wellington 
office were deliberately engaged and 
involved in the Design Manual and 
Structural Dashboard. This essentially 
lead to the early adopters already being 
engaged therefore convincing the early 
majority was easy as everyone else was 
already using it. 

The knowledge that was gained from 
this workshop and last year's workshop 
was critical to help identify a problem 
and solution as well as its 
requirements. The workshop also 
provides evidence that Beca are moving 
in the right direction. 

1.2 Design Manual Literature !Reviews 
Review on literature/other companies design guides 

.. ~ t • • • 

Arup Structural 
Scheme Design 
Guide 

uneeca 

Table xi: Design Manual literature reviews 

s Application to the Design Manual 
The design guide covers the all the 
general methods of structural design on 
different materials, as well as general 

The Arup Design Guide was very useful 
as a template guide in the development 
of the Beca Design Manual, however it 
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(Arup Research and formulas and conversions specific to was based on the UK code and, 
Development, the UK. The design guide also provides therefore, sections were not relevant as 
1998) concepts and rule of thumb methods there was no seismic consideration. 

that are relevant to UK standards. The Arup Design Guide also had a 
copyright on the document and 
therefore none of the content could be 
used. 

NZ Concrete Red The NZ Concrete Red Book, written by The Concrete Red Book provided a 
Book (Bull, 2008) the NZ Concrete Society, provides up to good structure that was adopted in the 

date information on the correct Design Manual. The design examples 
concrete design procedures and were clear, concise, and provided 
processes in compliance with the NZS references to the NZ Standards sections 
3101 standards. The Red Book also that were being used which allowed for 
provides worked examples, which ease of traceability. The traceability of 
allow for ease of understanding of content was also used in the Design 
concrete design. Manual. 

Approximate Approximate methods splits the design The rule of thumb method and Art and 
Structural procedure into three distinct phases: Approximation was considered in the 
Engineering Art and 1. Rule of thumb methods development of the Design Manual. The 
Approximation 2. Approximate Methods Approximate Method literature was 
(Morrison H., 2014) 3. Refined analysis used in the comparison between the 

The rule of thumb analysis is the fastest Beca rule of thumb designs. 
least accurate method to produce a 
design and the refined method is the 
slowest and most accurate. The 
Literature provides a good foundation 
for the Beca design Manual. Art and 
Approximation provided design for a 
range of structures and materials. 

Timber Design The Timber Design Guide provided a Due to the theory being detail design it 
Guide (Buchanan, guide on Timber Design procedures to wasn't appropriate for the Beca Design 
2007) the NZ code. The content was not very Manual. However it could be used for 

concise however extensively covered checking and verifying Beca Design 
timber design. Manual design procedures. 

Approximate This literature covers similar concepts The content/concepts from 
Methods of Analysis that are required in the Beca Design Approximate Methods were not used as 
(Morrison J., 1987) Manual, however are very out of date. it was well out of date and the current 

This manual was also less structured codes have changed. There were a 
than other manuals. This manual limited number of methods that were 
adopted UK design practices, which are used from the Approximate Methods 
only relevant to those specific areas. however were heavily verified. 

Main literature Provides the formulas, solutions, Content in the Design Manual is based 
used for the content equations, tools, techniques, and off of the following literature. The 
in the Design processes used for structural design. literature was reviewed, and then the 
Manual most useful information was then 
(M.J.N. Priestley, prioritised. After this the concepts were 
2007) further developed and then refined to 
(Pampanin, be inserted into the Beca Design 
Palermo, & Manual. 
Buchanan, 1999) 
(Lin & Burns, 1982) 
(Park R. ,., 1975) 
(Park R. e., 1997) 
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1.3 Structural Dashboard readings for content and training 

Table xii: Structural Dashboard literature reviews 

Title & Reference Conten s Application to the Design Manual 
SharePoint Training 
(Walk Me, 2016) 
(Clark, 2013) 

NZ Standards 
(Ministry of 
Business 
Innovation and 
Employment, 2017) 

Readings on Report 
Structures (Kautz, 
2016) 
Communications 
Portfolio Guide 
(Milke & Upton, 
2013) 
rzwinkv, 1957) 

1.4 Company Research 

Training websites for the use of 
Microsoft Share Point Online. The 
following websites provided step-by
step tutorials on how to use and change 
the functions of Microsoft SharePoint. 

The New Zealand Standards were used 
for the development of the content in 
the Structural Dashboard. All the 
Design tools are based off of the New 
Zealand Standards. 

General literature on report structure 
and style. Example of the correct format 
and breakdowns of what is required for 
all sections of the report e.g. abstract, 
exec. summary, conclusions. 

The references provided were critical 
in learning how to use SharePoint 
on1ine. The websites and videos were 
used in conjunction with Skype to the 
Beca IT team. This allowed me to learn 
the functionality and capabilities of 
SharePoint in a very short timeframe. 
All design tools are in compliance with 
the New Zealand Standards. Every 
spreadsheet/ design tool that was 
developed required the use of the NZ 
Standards for the current guidelines 
and methods of practice. A critical part 
of developing the tools was to make 
sure that the tools were up to date with 
the current codes of practice. 
These were used to initially come up 
with the structure of this report. This 
literature was initially looked at to 
identify what needed to be done in 
terms of the final year report. The 
reading was able to give me 
appropriate report. 

One of the first tasks at Beca was to get up to speed on Project ISAAC and disruptors, as well as the Structural 
Division itself. This involved reading files and from the TOG and the outcomes from recent meetings, as well as 
reading the files and information on the project ISAAC disruptors. By going through the previous meetings that 
had been carried out by the TOG, I was able to understand the position the company was in, in terms of its 
technical development, and identify what areas of the structural business needed improvement. 

There was an excess of information provided for the disruptors via a link that has been set up on the Beca 
intranet, containing all the information about Project ISAAC. 

Overall the company research helped me understand the strategy of Beca and what areas needed the most 
focus to allow for the survival of the Structural Division. 

1.5 Conferences and Training Workshops 
Conferences and training workshops were useful for developing a deeper understanding of what requirements 
were needed of the Design Manual and Structural Dashboard. They also helped to understand the technical 
concepts covered in the Design Manual and the Structural Dashboard. The following conferences and training 
workshops were attended during the project at Beca: 

• Beca Strategy workshop with Greg Lowe 
• Design Task workshop with Prof Brendan Bradley - What will the Alpine Fault feel like? 
• Sketch training workshops - Monday sessions with 
• Work package management webinar with Jenny Turner 
• Health and Safety meeting with Bruce Campbell 
• Iron Man couplers/issues with Reid and Ancon couplers- Peter Holden 
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• Fluid Viscous Dampers - Arun Mankavu-Puthanpurayil 

DESIGN MANUAL 

APPENDIX H - FINAL SOLUTION DESIGN MANUAL SAMPLE 

Future Development 

4.1 Becal S1tructural Design Manual/General 
Information/Useful formulae - General 
Formulae 
Last updated on 3'1/10/201610:12 a.m. 

Location of files P:\100\1003267\DESIGN MANUAL 2016 

ng enUIP---5 

tress a b'am 

u.seca 

ormu a 

ax• + i>x+ c= 0 
-b + vii ' - 4ac 

x =--2~a--

cosa + co-s {J = 2 cos 2(a + {3 cos 2 (<t - P) 
,in (a + i>) = sln a cos b + cos a sin b 

>in2 a+cos 2 « = 1 
sin 2« = 2 sln er cos er 

cos2cr = cos• « - sin2 a = 2 ca-s• a cos « 

P (x) = [1- (1 - .H'P)"] x 100 

wlu rs AEP = probability of an ev~nt ocrnring in 1 year. n 
= number of ysan 

%diff = • ' ;, ! x 100 

f =} = 2: "' = k;,!i' T = 2rr Ji; 

1 1 
I -f;"-~ 

E=
E 

Pl 
~= EA 

x = .4 cos(2rrf + a) = A c-os (\rr + 11) 

t: .'!X }' = A(t) sin-y-

t= 

F .'1100 1,1~fiTLEE l:3 J UANVAL 2C16i4. C~ner?II p.1crr.!1'c,'14.1 lf5~- Fcn'IU~IC-.ener!. 
F:::mr--~edOCTfl 

Figure viii: Design Manual sample (A) - Useful Formulae 
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Thermal S1ress 

emperatme 

nergy 
ower 

ram ormat1ons 

J.Beca 

111eeca 

I 
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wJisrs 9 = ~D-4 [1 + 0.090 1og,, ( 1 + :;;-) + 0.181-2 ] t +" • .er r 
16,j! 

where D = diamt.rter of larges t inscribed circle, r 

,G =~ 
r 

(l = 

= ·radius of cnrvcit u;rs, A = cirsa of section 

wJ1 sr s I' = pois so ,~s rnt(,o 

where 'I'= shear stres s, r = &Ii sar rtrn in 

11.' 6-1'6' ,i- = co11 J tct1111t o t .erma, e~pmmon 

m = P1t1 ot sure 11 t JS ts t e rfg t m or 
nr= mg 

T,'< = Temp in Caltl'in Tfl = Temp in Rm1/.:in f'.• 
= Tsmp i.11 Fcih renJis i t 

eom1~cr10 

tan a=* 

F~t100 1.10J3~67'CEEIS~ MN'~'-'AL 2C16'14. C:-!:ner~I i1a~~=·•f,4 .1 u~~· ... Fornu~1~ner~I 
F::irrr -~ dDC.ffl 

Figure ix: Design Manual sample (B) - Useful Formulae 
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I 
C. h ~ ' C: a ~ ~ 1o •n J ! lgli ;;: r 
.!: 

[ID ff( 
I I 
I 
11 ·· 

9. -
JI 

l ; ~, 
C o o~ _ ,: 

"' 
- li 

I!~ ~vi 
1'i 11 i 
C 1 . 

I I 
" 

" S! ~ el "' .~ f.l "' s 

. -~ 
! ,. , . ( ·~ ....... ~ ~ 

j f' • :: 

l J 
- i l 
~ 
i 

f'. j:, ., 

Figuire x: Design Manual sample (C) - Purlin design chart 
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APPENDIX I - DOC1UMENTATION PROCESS FOR DESIGN 
MANUAL 

Seo e Future Develo_J)___ment 

This Index was used in conjunction with the location of the documents on the Beca P Drive. 

Beca Struc:tural Design Manual 2016 Index 
Last updated on 01/15/2017 11:41 a.m.l 

Location of files P:\100\1003267\DESIGN MANUAL 2016 

1 Front Matter 
1.1 Quotes 

2 Design Process 
2.1 Cost Effective Design 
2.2 Non-Structural 
2.3 Structures - Rule of thumb 
2.4 Fire 
2.5 Durability 
2.6 Safety in Des~11n 

3 Building Systems 

4 General Information 
4 .1 General Useful Formulae 
4 .2 Geometric Properties of Plane Sections 
4.3 NZ Road Map 
4.4 Crack Width Measure 
4.5 Gauge Conver•sions 
4-.6 SI Unit Conversions 
4-.7 Typical Metric Units 
4-.8 Constants 
4 .9 SI Prefix"s 
4-.1 O Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
4.11 Coefficients of Friction 
4.12 Exotic Material Properties 
4-.13 Material Properties 
4.14 Relevant Codes 
4-.15 List of Spreadsheets used for Design 

5 Analysis 
5.1 Moment Redistribution 
5.2 Force Displaalment Method 
5.3 Truss Systems 
5.4 Beam Formula1e 
5.5 Continuous ~lams Formulae 
6 Loadings 

7 Concrete 
7.1 Intro 
7.2 Materials 

eeca P:\100\1003267\DESIGN l.t'\NUAL 2016'Jndex.dacm 

Figure xi: Design Manual index page 1 
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::~~2. c S 

7.3 Rule of Thumb 
7.4 Fire 
7.5 Durability 
7.6 Design 
7.7 Products 

8 Steel 

8.1 Intro 
8.2 Materials 
8.3 Rule oflhumb 
8.4 Fire 
8.5 Durability 
8.6 Design 
8.7 Products 

9 Timber 

9.1 Intro 
9.2 Materials 
9.3 Rule of Thumb 
9.4 Fire 
9.5 Durability 
9.6 Design 
9.7 Products 

10 Reinforced Concrete Masonry 

10.1 Intro 
10.2 Materials 
10.3 Rufe oflhumb 
10.4 Fire 
10.5 Durability 

..1111 10.6 Design 
..1111 10.7 Products 

11 Foundations and Geotechnical 

11.1 Intro 
11.2 Materials 
11.3 Rule of Thumb 
11.4 Fire 
11.5 Durability 
11.6 Design 
11 .7 Products 

12 Construction 

13 Miscellaneous Product Data 

14 Appendices 

.eeca P:\100'.1CQ3267\DESIGN /..tl\NUAL 2015\lndex.docm 

Figure xii: Design Manual index page 2 
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APPENDIX J - STAFF INVOLVED IN THE DESIGN MANUAL 

• Sarah Bailey - Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Iggi Bello - Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Francesca Branch -Administration Assistant, Wellington Structural 
• Hamish Brookie - Technical Director, Structural Engineering, Wellington Structural 
• Victoria Buckton-Wishart - Structural Engineer 
• Sandy Cole - Section Administrator, Wellington Structural 
• David Cooke - Senior Technical Director- Structural Engineering, Auckland Structural 
• Alex Edmonds - Associate, Structural Engineering, Wellington Structural 
• Trevor Garrett - Undergraduate - Structural Engineer, Christchurch Structural 
• Levi Grady- Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural, MEM Student 
• Harry Greenwood - Structural Engineer 
• Neil Horsefield - Operations Manager - Structures, Buildings 
• April Jelley- Graphic Designer, Group Sales & Marketing 
• Rob Jury- Senior Technical Director, Structural TDG Chair 
• James Keith - IT Support Analyst, Group JCT 
• Eric Osborne - Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural, Former MEM Alumni 
• Henry Tatham - Senior Associate - Structural Engineering, Wellington Structural 

APPENDIX K- INI1,IAL DESIGN MANUAL SOLUTION SAMPLE 

Scope [jDevelopment & 
Desi n -----

Testing & Transition Future Development 

It can be seen below that the initiall Design Manual solution was just a booklet of relevant information, 
photocopied from other design manuals and other literature. 

11eeca 
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Figure xiii: Initial Design Manual sample 
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STRUCTURAL DAS 

APPENDIX L - FINAL SOLUTION BREAKDOWN 

Scope .._D_e;..v.,e;..l~o.:;p.;.m~en~t .;.&;..D_,;,e .. si,;,:;g~n--'_ T'""e ... s.._t.....:..in,g & Transition Future Development 

The structure of the Structural Dashboard 

Figure xiv presents the three-layer structure of the Structural Dashboard. When the Structural Dashboard is 
opened it is presented with Layer l (Home Page). From here depending on the design that is done, another 
layer is selected (Layer 2) . After another option is selected then Layer 3 is reached. Layer 3 is where the design 
tools and the wiki pages can be accessed. The project only included the development of the Analysis section 
and the Des ign section, as these are more relevant to structural engineers. The Plan and Delivery section are to 
be developed by a project planner and a draftee at a later stage. 

Layer 3 Desi tool and wiki page 
De.sign Tool 1 

Design Tool 2 

Design Tool3 

Wild Pa.&:e 1 

Layer 2 WDi:i P•:e 2 

Fee and Proposal O:sign Tool 1 

work Plan 

veri fation 
Sifcty In Design 

O:sign FEatures Rcport 

-

r 
DBIGII > FOIJNIA110NS 
D:sign Tool I - Design Tool 2 

Foundations 
Design Tool 3 

Syttims 

L 
WiJci Pa:e 1 concro:te I-

steel ~ Wi.!ciPa::e 2 

Timber ,_ 
Reinforced M3sonry DE581>S'ISTIMS 
Unrelnfarced Mcioo,y Design Tool 1 

Design Tool 2 
DwvtRY wtki Pa:e 1 
St.ndi rd Ofawings Wlki Po:e 2 
Quality 
CM 

->CONCIIEIE Eximplaril'y Oelr'retablcs 
Cak ulations Design Tool 1 

specifications Design Too l 2 

Reports O:sign Tool 3 
Wlki Page 1 

DBIGll>fflEL 
Design Tool t 
O:sign Tool 2 

Design Tool 3 

DESIGN) 11MHR 

Design Tool I 
Design Tool 2 

Di!signTool 3 

DBIGN > ADNIORCED 
MASONRY 
Di!sign rool 1 

Design Tool 2 

WllciPoxe1 

DBIGN>INlEIIIRJRaD 
MASONRY 
Oi:signTool 1 
oesign TDol 2 

Design Tool 3 
WikiP;ge 1 

WUciPo:e 2 

Figur e xiv: Flow diagram of Structural Dashboard layers 
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The user interface - Layer 3 (Final Version) 

This is where the users/structural engineers come to access the design tools. The Structural Dashboard is 
broken down in multiple layers. 

ANALYSIS DESIGN 

Versio,,· OS.12.2016b 

Figure xv: Layer 3 - User interface of the Structural Dashboard 
Behind the scenes - Where the content is added to layer (Final Version) 

DELIVERY 

The figure below shows a snapshot of where the content is added to the Structural Dashboard. This space is 
known as the SharePoint List. Once the content is added to this SharePoint list then it will become visible and 
useable on the Java user interface. As it can be seen, it is very simple to add content to the SharePoint list. 

. - . 
}J SHtch 

.Australia 

CookJsi..nds 

Indonttia 

Plan 

Dwgn 

Stnxtural V/iki 

WikiHome 

C:eoffsLisl 

Rttyde b"n 

,? Edit 

t. 0 ? l e\1Grad'I ,.. 

Awtra'la Coo\'. is'.!Nl tr.d~tsla Strudu~ \\.';ti 

I\Jew Zealand 
!.~~ 

- ·--- ---------------------------------1 
+ New # Quid: edit Q] Export to Excel .,/' Flow v ~ Powe.rApps v • • • ='" All Items v 0 

Geoffs List 

. '"' °'V C&::riptlon URL 

'"" '" Cor.c Sum 

J:lin AU Conc!um 

Ou>gn Ill Stnl 

Ot1'911 AU S111I 

Figure xvi: SharePoint list for Structural Dashboard Content 
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Content is uploaded to SharePoint and then it is displayed on layer 3 of the Structural Dashboard on Java. 

Design tool example from layer 3 (Final Version) 

The design tool is esentially a spreadsheet that has been desinged to New Zealand standards. WWhen inputs 
are entered into the green cells then the result will be calculated and outputed into the blue cells. 

111eeca1 
Cal cu latlon Sheet 

C.O.tUJ.PiiOfU 

fM'llll 

l;il !ai l nMCE'ffMH.21 

JobNumb.,r 
ft•u:7'! 1..0 

Dale 
Job N3m!! 

subt oc.t 
lly ···-··-···-···--····· ____ ..... Pac;e N'o 

adtad 11.,WI" CG.t ntafrin - .YZ.SHCll:l!JU d .nH '--' 

n:a•J c.nm ,Tt ,vr11, , ir~~,~ 
Slfm:-..1 N-!1.kl•.l l.:t.D" ia- tm.U 
kurb!I ot t•) [S kl jclit 

D ~ro N laa::I ht1 :1 l: r Jl tm J lh 

M1llttA IDillfmtnl i:,~rr,r n 

P.Jir.J ,Jlt-.,(!Dlnh;tr. i;: 

0111'"1 J.n:tlk'n Ld.w 
• k! ,-wb .ull ~-• 11 lh'ni 
(ITn!Jt.T11r.b:J lh Lbn.i 

~(ilt.'ITI Ll w •* ·a l_1. ~,,ti, f, ~ttJr 

PtfffllrakJ TO (j1~ 1J l~:M 

Dnn d rn tr.n l,.:.tm 

WaN.:i> 1:1 : d i b.utiu ~n1 

tll cci v.w1 rrb-..! th.ct rn 

S-,th:m rhr»· !!l ik !tnu1llh f • :ta r 

lrrl'aJ lln lhnl..ad.ar (er 1n=m U hT 

~"aJr1:,1i•Jn -.J..tlm. fr, rT lA I~ • l.itm•ra 

OUIM S 
'1 .4 1 [ku an1rl l,i:lr SlrL'ILih 

n '> 1i.1~11r-:-, 1lll(~J ~ 1r\H 

U~ , .i~ ~J.Yi.. 1"t!-c.lJ id b ~1I 

\, 
t-. , 

•111X 1>(d.,r' 
{\j1b,. ,.1,1:itd, 

11,. 

•111•f11t , IJ.til' J 
D..l1 _,r .. ,tt. 

-

Cl•,u~,t l J. T-~t 1 1 
Cb m , 15 

Cllu'~J4.3 J 

U11.1 1c. 'l .1 , T.llb lli! l .11 

IA:ui b nni r.1.i._ lo th. 111in 

dash:4A.i, T.Ki -4 ..1 
t.1aui(•J ;ti f.t, ·-4.:S 
Cl:uit .. A.l, T~ ·•-4.!) 

dilut t-' . .:t.l.f~ '- -1 .1 

,:.laltll -1 ,•U , IIZI -4 .l l 

C.bJ1ci-t.~ Z 1'1b lo .f .ll 

Cb.mHA 1, l .:lbko -4 .l.! 

Cb m , -1 .-1..1, r.:i:J -4 ,LJ 

cb.nt> -l .~...5.1, k ifl' -1 .1~ 

dmn• -1 -~ ...S.J, ld/• -I .I~ 

P_I, 0:1. 0012rr,1,n U.illi ~ 5~T OGl.Elrudu ra l C"Jstl b~rdl0 Mtt1li:l'd_ St1'N.d m~~Rero.~·.-111=-<1 :::i= rCiJ Mh!-el.$-1S;:~ads he-e~\,l, 
DF:S li'H.fiTm t,.i~A~I Tirri:nt !'";.c;.1111J1C b m -OK1A~l t,id TI:rl:m r;r11 di:;r, 1l 1,rl y 11 

Figure xvii: Layer 3 - Design tool example 
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Wild Page example from layer 3 (Final Version) 

;;; Office 365 

imeeca 0..~cn a.t,C~•tti S~t 

Gto:Wra1 

Frc:tct &. Cost 
IJ~tf' t 

'"""""' 
StructunJ(m-,.."«9e 
Docutr.errt, 

StructuulWlll 

Eccentrically Braced Fr~ 

TI-t :r•.:m 1t....,, U'i»rl1 teUb'et>,1 u,cl Vo,,.id bf-cors'.-C~uDcut,'T rtSm-'f 5- uH: -,, lh w~ /us\Ktl, ou';n t r i;i r ~nst.;c.r•~uu i :,p:c ;1:e J.r~t«trt11 to ts 
1i;c'Uo,. t/, ll".d lrrptrr1n1~ 1tepn :;tttnf'ful..Ol'-. 

Eccentrica lly Braced Frame Design Guide 

TofYOnd.,·&c.1&:.1Pi..:tn duifnr:i:id1l::2~r<!!:~b..o.a-db~{Uf1). tapon:it<it~..-uh•'{wd.w1ycl5.it:i:r-1tognF1..-.thEUdu1V\V'ICo~.tnonn1tw 
c:(UJ.t..ap, aip«b ....dtol-Jv,h,Ft~....l.uduiy,~eln.:t. 
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Figure xviii: Layer 3 - Wiki page example 
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Figmre xix: Structural Dashboard documentation process 
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APPENDIX N - DESllGN TOOL SAMPLE FORMAT 

Scope Future Development 

It is critical that all the design tools met the requirements, therefore each design tool was made to be consistent 
with the following template, ensuring that the requirements of the programmes were meet. 
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STRUCTURAL DASH BOARD SPREADS HEET REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST 

Spreads heet name 

Section [e.g. Design - -cc ncret e] 

Date 

s p reads heet reviaved b•1• 

Verification sta t us (D51· DSS j 
Up to da te with NZ St andards Code 
(Check e n sp readshee Vear 

Am end ments 

Titfe bar at t op of page 
Gre en inputs and blue outputs I 1r111uts 
separate notes, in puts, out plllts s:,e.ca ol!l:s 

&,~section c r ~ fo rmulas adde d if appro priate 
r~z Sta dards clause, table, equation included to ri,ght o r ~ 
~~ syn op,s:is p-age 
s •,•no psis page fi lled in (malce su re input; are blank} 
~la heade r jm a,ke :sure inputs are l!! lanl<) 
Writi gall aerial 10 
In put and outµ- ut ~ -cantered text 
Text aligned left 
Formatted to pJirnt well 
s a•, ed to ope n o n sr no psis page 
Gene rally in good fo rmat 
Units attached to numbers if appropriate 
Questions need to b.e aske,,d 
zoomed out to fu [I page width 

Notes 

uneeca 
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APPENDIX O - STAFlF INVOLVED IN STRUCTURAL 
DASHBOARD 

• Sarah Bailey- Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Aaron Beer - Senior Technical Director - Structural Engineering, Auckland Structural 
• Iggi Bello - Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Geoff Bird - Senior Associate - Structural Engineering, Auckland Structural 
• Rodd Castle - Software Engineer, Applied Technologies 
• David Cooke - Senior Technical Director- Structural Engineering, Auckland Structural 
• Justine Cormack - Group Information Services Manager, Group ICT 
• Alex Edmonds - Associate, Structural Engineering, Wellington Structural 
• Trevor Garrett - Undergraduate - Structural Engineer, Christchurch Structural 
• Tara Govid - Undergraduate Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Levi Grady- Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural, MEM Student 
• Neil Horsefield - Operations Manager - Structures, Buildings 
• Ahmad Issa - Structural Engineer, Auckland Civil Structures 
• April Jelley- Graphic Designer, Group Sales & Marketing 
• Rob Jury- Senior Technical Director, Structural TOG Chair 
• Jared Keen - Technical Director - Structural Engineering, Christchurch Structural 
• James Keith - IT Support Analyst, Group ICT 
• Stuart Orchard - Undergraduate Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural 
• Eric Osborne - Structural Engineer, Wellington Structural, Former MEM Alumni 
• Henry Tatham - Senior Associate - Structural Engineering, Wellington Structural 
• Clark Taylor - Structural Engineer, Auckland Structural 

APPENDIX P - DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRUCTURAL 
DASHBOARD 

a....;D_e;...v..;e;.;.I.o;..i,;,,,;,;m,;,,;e;.;.n,;,,;t;...&~ D..;e;.;.s~i ~n~ 1-T .... e..,.s ..... t..._.._in,g & Transition Future Development 

111eeca 
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1. SHAREPOINT OPTION 
SHAREPOINT OPTION DEVELOPMENT- USER INTERFACE 

It can be seen as the Structural Dashboard was developed it got more aesthetically pleasing. 

0 ., 

• eeca -- · " =•,..._, Structural Dashboard 

Q ,, .. •1 

I 
.- ~I r-, :-tu.~ ·£ :Cb, .1 .1 - .,..,_ - ··- --·~ 

• I 
.1 .1 ti1 .1 .1 .1 it:! ,4: ... 

·: ~ -
. -- . ... . .. 

I ,Q ,.:. r11 - ,,. 
·:t 1c' .1 .1 :~ , - ---·- - ··- - .. ~ ........ 

.1 .1 ·~ r;. w .1 .1 .1 
•--·• ... . ... -· = 

Version 1 Version 2 

• eeca ........ 
~ IIOIIC 

---a 1!!!11111 

-- 1!!!111111 

Version 3 

Figure xxi: Pure SharePoint - Structural Dashboard development 

SHAREPOINT ADDING CONTENT - BEHIND THE SCENES 

As it can be seen here, adding the content to the Share Point list is very simple. The link to the content is added 
to a webpage along with a description. This allows the content to be uploaded directly to the Structural 
Dashboard. 

u1eeca 

. 
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· r-:7.7 
11eeca -- ....... c.. , ...... -
g~.~~~o••oHoM• Concrete Selected Webpart 
SJ!le•- @ ncwttcm orMtth..s • S1 

' ... ,,___,l.alia ···I ~,.,,,-M----~PI 
......,..,_.,.-i, _ 

~ ......,..........,_...,....__..._ .. -..:--~ ~-~~ 
- •~u,,r:; 

~ ................. ...._._,......, ...... _ ......... ~ ~..,,.~ .............. ~ _,, 
r..... .,.. .....,...,___ ______ ~---. -~ ~....,.. 

"'1-U< 
~ ~,........,._..,_ 
M--,. :W,..,l...l'G 

.... -;-~ 

~ ~-~-... 'El~~~--........,.,..,, ....... 
:-al.f .......... 1#(. 

Js-.--

Nlp....~-~~~~~ ..,Ja}t -t ~~,.._ .... ~~,------P...,.C-..- ... ,.,. -
'-Pal_.,........,......__,,,__ __ ~~~-...,..__- h.-JII -~...,........,...._..._._._ ••~~~--p.....,_._. hi-;,o -~-...~-c._.,.,__ -Oft\ •~~ ~»'It,,._..__ ... lel1""91 -·-

Figure xxii: Pure SharePoint - Adding content 

2. JAVA VERSION OF DASHBOARD 

JAVA OPTION DEVELOPMENT- USER INTERFACE 

Version 1 Version 2 

Figure xxiii: Pure Java - Structural Dashboard development 

JAVA ADDING CONTENT - BEHIND THE SCENES 

Uploading content to the Java version of the Structural Dashboard involves changing HTML code. This task 
requires knowledge of Java programming, and is not the most intuitive system. This would not meet the 
requirements, as it is far too complex. 

uneeca 00 
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fu <Ion t'-"11 0( 
dt-1Hl Olt,i (}j 

ulldToP'I u(); 

I 
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1, 

onu ft • ar • cl l<I od. 

,18, 1 ,20,21. 22 1); 

OOul bou d 1Dc.shboard_Oev/ "; 

1<0<9) " ; 

S l t! f'OMU ( I ) • 
S( " lclget ").as "vis fbfl\ty"/"s lsfble") . hi de().t•dun 

ic·, ¥Inch - tn") . d l (lOO); 
000) : 

fu ion hid•widg• 0 ( 
1( · •1.., h•btn"} , u s ('vhfb fllt y" , "• ls lblt"),h fd () , f dun (lOOO) : 
I( " d9f!t " ) . f d,Out( ); 

t une , I ,..,,., 
••r f~~~l ~~(~ l .. ({<r u t u 1-<• I I ,- L 

'tl'N if 

f or ( f lnh tot~;,"">!. ·«tt v cl a .. \ " oP ,r.,- 1 un-.• l <<tabl< e l k a h -curs \" id• • "l) -""'1U-1 • " •top . ro[i ] •" • oncl i c~•\ "selfct~•ro ( ' "+t p "" 

( It oP ·• t nu- 1 ").hl a l(nt Ld1u); 

Figure xxiv: Pure Java - Adding content (A) 

uneeca 
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d, 

r,• 

~~~ ~:~~1~c1~~l;c!l j - "l i near-gradi ent(#Ededed,•bJcOc9)" ; 

~~~~~~-c~lO:. Y! ~~ l;c~t\ a ''l91 9ba7 .. ; 

funn i 11 1hCK,'..Jfd?/1!~~ ienuuata () : 
buildTop~enu () ; 
',o l o l ~C (1i· 

S( "h<i dge t "). css ( "v1si bt hy· , ··, 1 s tble") . hi de() . f adun(lOOO); 
S("•hurnch-btn") . f adeOut (~OO) : 

f unct i on hi de~i dge t (){ 
l )"# l.111nc; lt btn"). c •,rv ls lbl I l1y", "vhf ltl " ) .hid (). I ,1 ~c t11(1000); 

) S "fw1dget ") . fadeout SOO); 

f unc t 10ll buil d10f.Menu() { / / creates htnl for the t op 11e 
vv- ht l data - '"' ; 

31 January 2016 

Y,I I ; 

for( t in~~f1:~>!_ '"<di v cl a.ss - \ "t op- o11nu-ite..'TI uns elec tab l e clic kable-cursor\" i d-\" t op- enu-it Em- .. +top 11e.nu [ i] •"\ " onc lfd:- \ .. seh.ctvenu( "''tt op me n 

lc"Ntop-11enu- i d"). hta,l (ht ml_data) ! 

f unctionv~i~~•r~i:~)! {.(.~reates html for the sub r nu specified by i d. 

VJ.r ~.u!i_,rll'n.J - MrlU3 l.Jh~r·1u (ftlJ ; 
V M' t: 
for( i i n sub menu){ html data +·- ""<di v cl as s- \ "sub - enu-it em- separator "></di V><div cl a.s s-\"sub nu-item un.s electable clickable-cursor \ .. 

itml_data T- "<dt v c l ass-\ "sub-reenu-1tea-separator\ .. ></di V>" : 

~i~~~~;.;~r1 ~ .. );1~~~:~~~~hd;~a); ld "). ~1yl•t.tll p J,.y- "1.1bl " ; 

v,,r c.urr l _ttl'!n\l - " '" ; 
f unc t1 on selecr><enu(id){ 

buildlolenu( id); 
I I ( urrrntJH.! •- '"'){ 

S("#top -menu -1 t ea- "tcurrent_aenu). cs s ( "bad::grouncf' , .. .. ) . r emove< h ss( .. def aul t-cur sor ") . adde l ass( '"cl i ckabl e-cursor ") ; 

S("ft op-menu-i tem- · -:-1 d). css ( "background .. , t op_.e:0u_col or (· select " l). r e:aovecl ass("c1 1 ckabl e-cursor ") . adde l a.ss( '"def ault -cursor'' ); 

I I ( di '•I' I t~~~l t1:~¾~display "+di s play1 n<J ) : 
J S("f'sub- 1r.enu-it - "tdis playf ng). css C' bac._ground-col or " , sub rsenu col or [·select ' ]) ; 

cur r e.nt_1nenu "' 1o: 

(O); 

//Gt •, lh dl rN;tury CQ111 t1 inh~ lnf t'.lr m,11 lun nn I h, p ,Hj-' - ( r ft t urn:, ur l r a.11) 

f uncti on ~!~~:!~r~~a~e0~d)( 
r.,.. (l I n fflf' IIUJUb-'1M" llt1){ 

for (s t n 11enu__sub...menu [1))( 
it(pag._ id - ,nu ub nu[i ][s]){ c..trc L.,annu_ld - I : 
} reak; br e~ : 

) 
target - s ite root+sfte....pages • enu i t ems[par ent nu i d]+"/"+sub.J11e iter1S (pilge i d]+"'/" ; 
r t tur n 1 ,u· g1•t. rcphc:c ( / / CJ, - ~O"): 

Figure xxv: Pure Java· Adding content (B) 

3. JAVA AND SHAREPOINT COMBINATION 

JAVA AND SHAREPOINT COMBINATION OPTION DEVELOPMENT- USER INTERFACE 

111eeca 
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P,\JOO\l00Jlli711nrt»tms\ l -

• eeca 
Structural Knowled9(' Ponal 

PLAN ANALYSIS DESIGN DELIVERY 

Verslort 06.12.2016b 1111 Ill II Ill m Ill 
Figure xxvi: Java/SharePoint combination - User interface 

JAVA AND SHAREPOINT COMBINATION ADDING CONTENT- BEHIND THE SCENES 

It can be seen here that the Java and SharePoint combination of the Structural Dashboard uses the SharePoint 
list to add content to the Dashboard. 

u1seca 
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. . 
}.J Sr:arch 

Australia 

Cooklstands 

Indonesia 

Plan 

Design 

Oelivery

Structural \Vilci 

WikiHome 

C:~ffsList 

Recyde bin 

~ £dit 

• () ? Lev,G1a<l1 • 

0 Shue 

f~ew Zealand 
IIIBeCa 
DASH90AADH01&: _ ,.,_ ---------------------------------------1 

+ N!W t,? Quick dit &tJ Export to Exe~ ✓ flow v ~ PowerApps v • •, =- All Items v © 

" Geoffs List 

., 
rrtl• Org Oesctiptlon v URL 

Piao NZ Cor.:?um 

'"" AU Conc3um 

Of.sign m: 

Ouign AU 

Figure xxvii: Java/SharePoint combination - User interface 

APPENDIX Q - VERIFICATION PROCESS 

Scope DevJ Jo Testin & Transition Future Develo ment 

The verification process involves filling out the following spreadsheet at the front of each design tool. Each 
design tool is then given a verification status, depending on the level of verification . 

meeca M 
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• Beca 
•.•..•.• ,s., ••..••••.. DS5 

Unverified 
Ca n •ri qh t af Boca Group Ltd . Na\ t ab ,, s: a piod or dirdiu od \a Gl'I)' ath or pa r ty ui t hau \ uriU on c aN' o l'lt . 

Singly Reinforced Flexural Beam Design (NZS3101 :2006) 

Description: 

Instructions: 

Slmplt prudsheet to calculate the momtnt cap1cit9 and owrstrtngth moment of 11 

rtot11ng ar bHm stctlon 

Inputs: - Input· o u rtquir.cl In cells fllled green 

Origin: 

Assumptions 
& UmitaUons: 

Read Me: 
Documentation: 

Comments. 
andl or 
warnings: 

111eeca 

cap11clty ror II giutn Stctlon nd buic sh1111 strength 
n ~lanotd f ailurt or mn relnforclng depending on whether notion Is 1 

• Coner tt str In assumed to bt 0.003 s ptr NZS3to1:2006 
• Ass es ultlmitt strtngth tti.ory .assuming all stttl Is yeftd'mg, 

not includt acflustmtnt factors for aggregate size and bHm section dtpth 
rtspectlutly 

Figure xxviii: Document version control (A) 
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Status 

DS1 

DS2 

DS3 

DS4 

DSS 

Doc men.t Version C.ontrol Document Status 

. . 
0.0 

0 

11 

1.2 

13 

I 0S1 • Boco Bwt Proctico 

j 0S2 • lr.d1Utry Proforrod P roctic• 

0S3 • Gor.orol Uro 

0S4 • G~idor.c• 

0S5 • Ur.vorifi•d 

I 

I uthor(s) Verified by Date Comment Doc Status 

H'w'T IIIHII For 0S4 
Ven1icatlon 
Changes 

HWT 1#11111 following 053 
verification 

HWT 911212010 Updat d 
DS3 

Tem aw 

HWT 710112011 
Stru,oheclc 

055 added 

LNG 291111201 Reformatted 
and41dd din DS5 6 
calc ctfon 

Figure xxix: Document version control (B) 

Short • • I I •• • I I • 

Recognised and agreed by Beca Technical 

Beca Preferred Practice 
Directors as being preferred practice over other 
options. Documented verification, and approved 
with signature(s). 

Industry Preferred Recognised and agreed by Beca Technical 
Practice Directors as meeting preferred industry practice. 

Suitable for general use within Beca. Has been 
General use verified by a senior Beca person (Associate or 

above). 

Probably OK, though no formal review or 
Guidance verification carried out. Document typically of 

Beca origin. 

Unverified 
Recognised as offering some value but origin 
unknown and/ or not verified. Use with caution. 

Figure xxx: Document version control (C) - Document Status, sourced from (Beca (a), 2015) 
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STRUCTURAL BUI DING INSPECTIONS 

APPENDIX R - STRlJCTURAL INSPECTIONS 
1.1 Overview 
As a consequence of the Kaikoura earthquake on November the 14th 2016, the Beca office, and its regular 
business, was shut down. Due to high demands of the situation on the company, I was called into the office to 

perform structural building inspections along with several other structural engineers. The structural building 
assessments continued for two weeks. 

1.2 What I did 
Teams for the inspections were sent out in pairs, this being for safety reasons. Typically the teams would 

consist of one senior structural engineer, and then a less experienced structural engineer. My role was to assist 
the senior structural engineer with their inspections identifying damage that could be a hazard to human 
safety, or cause a failure or collapse to the building. 

1.3 The Process 
After a significant earthquake in close proximity, within hours of the event, rapid impact assessments are 
carried out by emergency services and the city council which enables them to come to a decision of whether or 
not too declare a state of emergency. 

If a state of emergency is declared then structural engineering firms are engaged to perform Level l(Ll) and 
Level ~(L2) rapid assessments for public safety. Ll Rapid Assessments are internal inspection only and 
typically takes around 20 minutes each building. L2 Rapid Assessments are both internal and external 
inspections of the building and can take up to two hours (Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment, 
2014). For the overall process refer to Figure xxxi and Figure xxxii. 

Global View of Level 2 Assessment Process 

uneeca 
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11eeca 

Buildingl 
Shaking 

Large Eanhquake - No real measure on 
when or not we perform inspections 

• 

Building 2 Shaking 
- A result of the 

earthquake. 

l 
Client engages Beca to 
perform a building inspection 
(Clients obligat ion to perform 

Jobs t aken in by Disaster 
Management 

Team 

.. 

Job~; Prioritised - (Depends on size of client 

and customer loyalty as well as size of 

building, and type {e.g. Hospital) 

! 
Each team is assigned with one building or 

multiple buildings in the same area 

Team signs out and inspects building 1 as it 

has highest priority 

Figure xxxi: Global summary of Level 2 assessment process 

Building3 
Shaking 
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Local View of Level 2 Assessment Process 

Building identified for 
Level 2 Assessment 

Level 2 Rapid Assessment 
By visual examination of 
the exterior and Interior 

Confirm and record the identity 
of the building ------------

Recorda J 
"CAN BE USED" 

Post as 
"CAN BE USED" 

Assess/Record/Dedde 

CAN BE USED? 
or 

RESTRICT D ACCESS? 
or 

FNTRY PROHIBITED? 

l.J5e restricted either to 
TIMI or PARl 

Rernrd d~ 

"RESTRICTED ACCESS" 
Pmt a~ 

"RESTRICTED ACCESS" 

' 
Further Level 2 

Assessment required? 

Yes 

Controller to 
arrange Level 2 

Assessment 

Record as 
"ENTRY PROHIBITED" 

Post as 
"ENTRY PROHIBITED" 

Recommend 
required expertise 

No ---~J 
cowoller (or Asses50r 

if practical) informs 
owner/occupier 

Next task 

• 
Owner/Occupier to 
initiate any further 
evaluations and 

required repairs and to 
inform other parties as 
appropriate (insurance, 

EQC, etc.) 

Figure xxxii: Local view of Level 2 assessment process 

(Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment, 2014) 

As part of a L2 rapid assessment, engineers are required to enter buildings for an internal assessment. Before 
the bu ilding is entered, an external assessment is completed to see whether there is an external risk or whether 
the building will not pose any evident risk if entered. 
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1.3.1 Step 1 - External Level 1 & 2 Rapid Assessment Process 
Key things to look for and observe during an external walk around include: 

• Falling hazards above (this could include neighbouring buildings) 
• Check if surroundings pose any hazard ( other buildings, natural hazards, slips, spills, power lines, dams, 

etc.) 
• Collapse, or partial collapse, of foundation. 
• Building leaning or story leaning 
• Damage to any structural systems (columns, beams, braces) 
• Concrete spalling 
• Buckling of steel braces, tearing of paint on steelwork 
• Racking of timber linings 
• Any hazards such as gas, electricity, sanitary, water or hazardous materials. 

(Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment, 2014) 

1.3.2 Step 2 - Internal Level 2 Rapid Assessment Process 
After the external inspection is complete, and the building is observed to have no apparent reduced capacity, 
then the building may be entered for the internal inspection. 

The internal inspections involve: 

• An inspection of a sample of rooms throughout the building - typically in areas where the most damage 
is expected due to the size, shape, and configuration of the building. ( e.g. If tall, look at basement, lower 
few floors, middle few floors and top few floors. 

• Inspect around lift shaft, and lift a sample of ceiling tiles to inspect bottom of floor slabs if feasible. 
• Look at stairwells, and mechanical rooms. 
• Look at the building's structural systems (e.g. columns, shear walls, braces, etc). 
• Look at basement 

Key things to look for and observe: 

• Fractures in the basement or settlement 
• Damage to the structural systems - spalling, cracking, hinging in beams, columns, structural walls, roof 

systems and braces. 
• Damage to diaphragms 
• Cracking in floor slabs, alignment issues, shared and fractured bolts. 
• Racking of linings 
• Panel cracking 
• Stairwells and stairways - look for movement and cracking or deformation 
• Non-structural damage to lights, partition walls, HVAC, elevators, exposure to hazardous materials, 

blocked or compromised egresses. 

For examples of non-structural damage vs structural damage, refer to Figure xxxiii and Figure xxxiv. 

111seca 
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Structural Damage to Structural Elements of a Building 

Figure xxxiii: Structural damage examples 

Non-Structural Damage to Non-Structural Elements of a Building 

Damage to roofing tiles due to 
movement 

Damage to Gib board due to 
movement 

Figure xxxiv: Non-structural damage examples 
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1.4 Lessons learned 

1.4.1 General learning's 
• What engineers need to do after an EQ 

• How to perform Ll & L2 rapid assessments 

• The overall state of emergency process 

• Dealing with clients, concerned partirs, and media (avoid) 

• What systems perform well and what do not in an earthquake 

• How theoretical learning from university applies in a practical real life situation - e.g. risk 
management, structural systems, concrete, and subjects from MEM in Table ix. 

1.4.2 Hollow-core lessons 
Hollow-core panels are precast panels typically used for a lightweight easy to install flooring system, as seen in 
Figure xxxv. 

Figure xxxv: Hollow-core flooring unit cross-section. Source: (Breccolotti, 2004) 

During the earthquake inspections, a faulty design was identified in the hollow-core panel infill details, as seen 

in Figure xxxvi. The infill used was high strength concrete, which was too stiff and did not allow for movement 
of the panels in a seismic event. This resulted in an excess of stress being transferred into to the hollow-core 
panels resulting in transverse cracking. 

ea.\-;j cP 
h o\ \o..,.1 c.or<2 

h·J·; 1\ 
Co c. , \..e... 

ij 

Figure xxxvi: Hollow-core side view of infill and transverse cracking 

There were two types of cracks that were identified during the inspection following the earthquake: 

• Transverse cracking - Transverse cracking is of high risk as it reduces the capacity of the panel. 

• Longitudinal cracking - Longitudinal cracking has minimal effect to the capacity of the hollow-core 
units, and therefore was not of concern. 

The two types of cracking can be seen in Figure xxxvii. 

u1eeca 
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Figure xxxvii: Hollow-core plan view of infill and cracking 

Since this faulty design detail has been identified, there has been an amendment to the code, which now 
requires more movement between panels by having a sacrificial infill or plate. 

1.4.3 Precast panel lessons 
During various earthquake inspections another significant problem identified was the shearing off of bolts on 
stiff precast fac;:ade panels. The faulty detail that was identified created excessive shear force between the bolts 

when a seismic event occurred. The faulty detail can be seen in Figure xxxviii. 

Very high shear 

Precast panel 

--~ • E(ARING Slll(SS 

CUAAAIIC ( 
HOI.£ 

Figure xxxviii: (a) Precast panel share issue, Source: Levi Grady, (b) Bolt shear detail, Source: (Sanson, 2012) 

There are many ways to reduce the risk of bolts shearing. However a solution that is commonly used now can 
be seen in Figure xxxix. The bolts essentially hold the panel off the wall and allow for movement of the panel 

independent of the columns. This means that the bolts are able to deform, as there is flexure in the columns, 
thus reducing shear in the bolts. 
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Precast panel 

Column 

Figure xxxix: New precast panel faulty design solution, Source: Levi Grady 

1.4.4 Column Lessons and poor detailing 
In the earthquake various problems with design and construction were, subsequently, identified. The building 
was not built to the specifications and, as a result, the columns punched through the floor slabs as seen in 

Figure xi. 

Figure xi: Example of column punching through floor slab 

Figure xii shows the reinforcing, detailing how that leads to the failure. The problem occurring was that the 

reinforcing was smaller than the size specified, and that there were bars, which were completely missing. This 
meant that the lateral load wasn't correctly transferred to the columns, resulting. in the crushing of concrete. 

uneeca 
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Figure xii: Poor detailing that lead to column punching 

1.4.5 Safety Learning's 
During the Earthquake there were many issues that structural engineers were required to identify in order to 

deem whether a building is safe to enter. It is important to note however that 'safety' is relative to a person's 
interpretation of 'being safe'. The example given was comparing a car with airbags and a car without airbags. 

Most people that have cars without airbags, including myself, still feel safe while driving them - it is just down 
to personal preference. 

As a result of this, we were not allowed to tell anyone if a building was safe as if a problem was identified that 
could cause harm or be potentially fatal, then the problem would be mitigated instantly. 

1.4.6 Double T Flooring Lessons 
The Kaikoura earthquake proved that there is only a minimal tolerance to the minimum seating for Double T 
precast units. There were many issues identified where concrete was found spalling on the beam, creating the 
possibility of Double T sections to collapse during an aftershock. This exact situation occurred during the 
earthquake in the Statistics New Zealand building in Wellington. An example of the spalling beam and the 
retrofitted solution with the "L" plate to confine the concrete can be seen in Figure xiii. 

Figure xiii: (a) Sp,alling of concrete on beam below Double T, (b) Retrofit solution 
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1.4. 7 The importance of crack mapping 
Following the earthquake, buildings that encountered a large amount of damage required further 
investigations to be made in order to identify damage. This then allowed for further monitoring for further 
damage from aftershocks in the future. Refer to Figure xliii and Figure xliv for an example of crack mapping 
that was performed by myself during the structural inspections. 

Cracking (14/11/2016 - 4:30 pm) 

$er,,ed dlagent1l 
e,ack!; In {. l Jlr1,ay 
s:W. ol w.t!l l•on1 levtl 
1 lo 4_ 

Legend 

s1a:r c.sse sf!Gi\'s 
;r~-:;i1ionr. of movemtml 
(s nlemem. conr.,ele 
powdc,; 

........... 

• - - •· - - Cracks (exisling or new) wh91a movement was tnlkciled (ftakes, level char,gas. debri:s) 
• • • •• • • Existing e,acks withou1 indications of movement 
-- FRP Strenglhening 

Figure xliii: Crack mapping - Example 1 

Figure xliv: Crack mapping - Example 2 
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Crack mapping is important as it allows us to understand how susceptible a building is to another large 
earthquake or aftershock, or if the condition of the building is degrading. 

1.5 Emergent Effects of the Earthquake 
In a way there have been some positive emergent properties created by the earthquake. 

• A positive emergent effect could include that the size of the earthquake was big enough to identify 
buildings that were earthquake prone, and resulted in some getting demolished which eliminated the 
risk of collapse during a major earthquake. 

• Resulted in more work for engineers and the construction sector 
• Overall has resulted in a more prepared resilient city 
• The earthquake lead to many large taller residential buildings being condemned. This has therefore 

lead to the displacement of renters increasing the demand for accommodation. This has resulted in a 
shortage of rental accommodation, making it difficult and expensive to rent in Wellington. 

• Lead to loss of some jobs and increase in other jobs 
• EQ's lead to an increase in the GDP 

1.6 Structural Inspection Conclusions 
Although the inspections were not initially part of the scope, they provided a large amount of learnings that are 
applicable to my future ambitions. 

The structural inspections provided me with insight into potential problems that could arise from poor design 
practices as well as poor building practices. This emphasises the necessity to design to the standards and have 
appropriate peer review processes in place, as well a performing robust construction monitoring processes. 

There is no such thing as a "safe building," some buildings are just a bit more resilient or earthquake prone 
than others. Safety is a function of your surroundings and your personal perception of an environment that you 
consider safe. 

1.7 Recommendations on Future EQ Inspections 
• Look at the possibility and feasibility of developing an app that can be used on a tablet to fill out rapid 

assessment forms, take photos mapping locations, and a window to add a picture label. It could also 
update Beca on your location. 

• Develop a more comprehensive communication system, such as radios or messaging, could be included 
in the app. 

• Included in the app could be new building inspections that have been submitted, and therefore can be 
allocated or selected while out of the office. 

• The development of a position whose role is to, after an earthquake, calculate and record properties, 
identify the type of building that is more susceptible to damage in the earthquake, and then prioritize 
them to be inspected first. 

• Look into current devices on the market, which are capable of monitoring vertical drift and 

acceleration, which will give real time live feedback. This will allow for buildings to essentially be 
checked initially without leaving the office. 

• Creating a go to 'cheat sheet' for all structural engineers that has the things that tasks you need to 
complete, your expected responsibilities, and the things to look out for during inspection. 

unaeca 
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